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Epilogue, 36 years later
I am surprised how up-to-date most of the contributions to this
event still are. We humbly announced the event as a workshop
talk ("Werkstattgespräch"), but it turned out to be a kind of
summit of the top experts on the nature, relevance,
development and education of moral competence at that time, if
I may exempt myself from this praise.
I take advantage of this epilogue to draw the reader's attention
to the many new publications on this topic which are listed on
my web-site:
https://www.uni-konstanz.de/ag-moral/
May I especially mention my own book, which has seen its
fourth edition in German, and its second edition in English, and
also editions in Spanish, Greek, Korean and Chinese:
G. Lind (2019). How to Teach Morality. New. Discussion
Theater. Berlin: Logos. More
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Editor's Preface

The papers collected here are based on the presentations and discussions at the Zweite Konstanzer Werkstatt~espräch zu Mora] und
Umwelt at the University of Konstanz, which was this time held
jointly with the Fourth MOSAre conference.
All presentations (position papers) have been thoroughly
revised and considerably shortened. The original versions and
additional documents can be obtained directly from the authors
(see the list of participants in the appendix). Ta all papers
written comments have been invited. The number of comments
submitted for this document does not reflect the quantity of
discussion alotted to each position paper du ring the conference,
though they reflect excellently the spirit of the lively and fair
discussions at the meeting.
Two papers by participants have been added. Uwe Gielen's
report on the conference, written for the "Moral Education
Forum," introduces into both the MOSAIC group and the position
papers. Reinhard Hesse was invited to contribute as an epilogue
his paper on "Ethics in the global crisis."
I like to thank all authors for their cooperation, the
research pro ject "Hochschulsozj a1 isat ion" at the Uni vers! ty of
Konstanz and its director, Professor Hans~ert Peisert, for their
support, and Leonore Link for her assistance in organizing the
conference.

Konstanz, Dec. 1984

,--

G. Lj nd
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Report on the Meeting
Uwe Gielen

More than thirty Darticipants from Bplgium, Canada, Germany,
Great Britain, Hungary, Israel, Switzerland and the U.S.Ä. met
from July 17-20, 1984 for the fourth MOSAIC ("Moral and Social
Action Colloquium") Conference, held jointly with the Konstanzer
Werkstattgespräche zu Moral and Umwelt (Konstanz Workshop Discussians abaut Morality and Environment). Georg Lind had organized
the conference at the University of Konstanz, beautifully
situated in Southern Germany near the Lakp of Constance.
MOSAre, an interdisciplinary group cf abaut 75 philosophers,
psychologists and social scientists, has traditionally had it's
center of activities in England. MOSAIC conferences teod to be
5mall. Before a meeting, a limited number of position papers are
circulated among conference participants and discussion paper~
are elicited. At the conference itself, much time is vrovided for
free wheeling discussions and informal contacts. Discussions are
held in the English language.
The papers at the Konstanz meeting included both theoretical
papers and research reports. Helen Weinreich-Haste (University of
8ath, England) gave a broadly based report on "Moral action,
moral responsibility and extraordinary moral responsibility.1I
Basing her paper on real life and fietional ease studies she
attempted to demonstrate a network of relationships between moral
affect, triggering events, reflection, cognitive construction and
reconstruction, judgments of responsibility, and action. Tom Wren
(Loyola University, USA) gave a philosophical paper on "The
metamotivational function of moral ideals. 1I The paper construct a
hierarchical model in which ego ideals are seen as second order,
reflective sP']f-evaluations that coordinate and judge potentially
confl icting first order, II s imple l l desires and moti ves.
Fritz Oser and Wolfgang Althof (University of Fribourg, Switzerland) related moral decision making to different life spheres.
They ordered life spheres according to the degree of physiea],
soeia], and normative pressures impin~ing on mora] aetors. Con-

,--
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sistency between moral judRment and relevant actions

mi~ht

be

expected ta be low in situations of great pressures (!tane's barE'

life'!), fairly low in social environments with roercive narms,
but higher in situations where cooperative narms prevail. The
argument 1S somewhat reminiscent of Maslow's theory of a
hierarchy of needs set in relationship ta depriving cr supportive
environments. Geor~ Lind (University of Konstanz, Germany)
claimed in his paper that cognitive developmental models of 50cialization cao better aecount for changes in university and
college students than cao traditiona] models of attitude change.
While cognitive-develoomental theories tTaat cf successful 50cialization as reflecting cognitive-affective transformations in
students' meaoing systems and personalities, attitude theories
IDisinterpret and reduce complex chan~es in human behavioT
patterns to quantitative, affective changes in the intensity of
attitudes.
ran Vine (University of Bradford, England) suggested that
Kohlberg's principled moral reasoning Sta~e 5 may be a developmental myth, lacking empirical evidence as weIl as theoretical
"au thenticit y ". He pointed out that in cross-cultural studies
ooly a very few respondents have bepn seored at Stage 5 usin~ the
new scoring manual by Colby et al. This may reflect cultural
biases in test construction, lack of ecological validity for
typical Kohlbergian dilemmas, ete. At the same time, the Daper
suggested the possibility of simulation of Stage 5 responses for
non-moral or immoral reasons, such as self oresentation,
Machiavellian disguise of ethnocentrism and egoeentrism, atc. No
new, eross-cultural data were presented in the paper. Ben Bradley
(The Polytechnic, England) advocated a shift away from the individualistic, rationally oriented approach to morality exemplified by formalist philosophy and psychology, towards an
analysis of 'ldiscursive practices" that emerge from and reproduce
society wide power-relations. Following the French historian
Foucault, language is here seen as a crucially important
regulating device at the intersection between knowledge and ideological-moral justifications of institutionally patterned 1nequalities.
Lucien Kern, Heinz-Ulrich Kohr and Hans-Georg Räder (Social
Scientific Institute of the German Arffied Forces) provided
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empirical da ta about the origin of new 50cia1 movements in
Germany. Their paper attempts to link behavior in the prisoner's
dilemma, moral judgment levels and perreptions about the future
to participation in various new German 50cial movements. Ralph
Brjpchle and Helmut Fend (University of Konstanz) reported
results from a lar~e scale study of German adolescents. Moral
judgment is shown to be linked to political attitudes, judgments
and comprehension of democratic processes in a theoretically
meanin~ful

I

way.
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Moral Action. Moral Responsibility and
Extraordinary Moral Responsibility
Helen Weinreich-Haste

Affect, Action, and Responsibility

Real-life moral dilemmas involve affect. The individual is engaged emotionally in the situation. The situation is a crisis;
some resolution is required, and it impinges cognitively and effectively on the individual until that resolution 1S achieved.
However, affect tends to be treated as an intervening variable;
between cagnition and action. It energises action, cr alternatively, it impedes action - I ought ta. but I don't feel like it
and/oT I faar the consequences to myself.
Cognitivist models have virtually pushed affect off the
scene. In Kohlberg's recent statements of the relationship between cognition and action, the intervening (cognitive) variable
is responsibility (Kohlberg & Candee, 1984). The hi~her th.
individual's moral stage, the more she perceives the responsibility to art consistently with the moral derision made in the
situation. Thus the individual a) orogressively through the
stages sees herself as being mOTe involved in the situation, and
b) progressively integrates her perception of the moral issue and
her perception of action necessary to deal with it. This model
conforms to the cognitive-developmental theoretical framework
closely in its delineation of greater differentiation of
cognitive understanding (the appreciation that one is an agent in
a situation in which one is involved) and greater integration
(coming togpther of deontic judgments and judgments about the
responsibility for action). There is no space in this model for
dealing with affpct as a significant factor in the equation.
This pappr presents a tentative model of moral rrisis resolution, and trips to look at the role of affect in the dynamics
of action, cognition and reflection upon action, and cognition.
It focusses on the concept of 'moral responsibility. t There are
rertain kinds of morality which involve the individual in a
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private struggle with his cr her conscience; resistance to
temptation, acting with integrity in regard to a principle ete.,
which require moral 'strength,' but which da not imply respon-

sibility. Moral responsibility involps public rath~r than private
morality. The individual exercising it is taking upon herself the
task of intervening, acting on behalf of others ete.
Moral responsibility has thrpe componentsj vision, efficacy
and commitment. The individual must, firstly, perceive the situation to be one in which there are problems involving moral
issues. the evidence from several studies does seem to indicate
that this kind of perception is stage-linked. Efficacy has two
parts; believing one can be pffective, and knowing how to be
effective. Believing that one can be effica~ious is more than
"knowing how to:" it requires an appreciation of the legitimacy
of one's personal action.
Commitment varies. SOIDe people give up much in their livps In
order to direct all their energies to the Cause; they feel
responsible for putting themselves wholly to the service of those
aims. Commitment is thus the action extension of pfficacy. In
more "ordinary" situations, the commitment is briefer and more
limited; the voiee raised in protest at the aopropriate moment,
the regular contribution of time or money.
The Experimental Evidence and Some Comments on
pretation

Kohlber~'s

Inter-

In Kohlberg and Candee's (1984) review of the role of responsibility as the mediating variable between eognition and action,
three studies by Haan, Smith and Block (1968), by McNamee (1977),
and by Milgram (1965), are discussed. All three studies produced
elear evidenee of a relationship between moral stage and action in the ease of the Haan et al. study, action meant participating
in, and being arrested at, the Free Speech Movement Sit-In of
1964; in the McNamee study. action meant assisting a 'distressed
drug-user' who 'interrupted' an exoeriment (really an accomplice
of the experimenter); in the Milgram study. action meant
resisting the pressure of the experimenter to inflict electric
shocks. They also demonstrated that perception of personal
responsibility increased with moral stage (Table 1).
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Table 1. Relationship Between Responsibility and Action (in \)

Stage:
Haan et al. study:

2

N:

Belief that Sitting In
was right
Students arrested

McNamee study:

N:

Thought they were responsible for helping
Helped by referral
Personally helped

3

3/4

4

4/5

39

138

125

37

33

48

57

78

10

31

44

73

5

11

29

17

29

36
9
0

77
27
0

69
38
0

83
73
20

From: Kohlberg and Candee, 1984
This evidence cf cognitive processes indicates the importance cf
perception - cr 'vision' - in the way that a problem cr situation
is conceived as a mora) (ar political) issue. But perception by
itself does not constitute moral responsibility; what 1S missing
15 engagement, efficacy. and commitment.
In the biographies of oeople who have experienced crises and
moral responsibility. certain camman themes emerge. The first
camman theme is a crisis cr triggerin~ event. This is not necessarily a moral crisis, but an event which changes the role of the
individual from being a bystander, an observer, to beiog a participant, personally touched by the situation. The first
biography, "Sandra's lt c.§) brief account of her conversion to
vegetarianism, appears in the following interview.
S: (tal king about conscience). 1 1 m a vegetarian. 1t started when
I went to France. I lived in a butrher's for two weeks. It was
then that I realised how you kill things and cook things and
that was a matter of conscience whether I should eat meat or
not. I don't eat any at all now. That's the hig~est conscience
thing lIve ever done.
I: What was the situation that made you change your mind?
S: First of all, as I say I was in France; the fact that they
cooked meat on the outside and it's burnt and you cut it open
and it just sort of bleeds. That put me off for astart and
that wasn't really anything to do with conscience it was the
actual idea of it .

. --
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When I rame back to England I still couldn't eat meat becaus~
I just couldn't think of actually eating an animal, especially
the way in which they are killed. If you're in a survival
position then it's slightly different. But like farmers in
industry where it just ~oes through and they're just killing
all those animals, then I think that's wrang.
I: Why da you think it's wrang?
S: Because the animals themselves haven't really had a life.
We're just breeding them to kill them. I just can't fare
eating something like that which has been killed in that way
and hasn't had its Qwn life.
The triggering event for Sandra was beiog 5uddenly in close
proximity to the slaughtering of meat while on a French exchan~e
trip. Now obviously Sand ra was aware that the me at on the table
at. horne had once been living flesh, but. thf> knowledge had neVf'r
t.ouched her personally; she had no affective reaction to this
knowledge.
Sandra's first response was aesthetic. She feit revolted and
sickened - strang affect, but not at that point a moral affect.
But the importance of this reaction is that it led to engagement;
through her affective response Sandra became involved in thinking
about the issue of killing animals for meat.
A number of options were open to her, for example denial compartmentalising her reaction as "an unpleasant foreign experience." Or affective catharsis - making a joke or horror story
out of it. Instead she beg an to reflect cognitively upon her
affect; thus creating a little disequilibrium in her cognition.
She beg an to see it as a) a moral issue, and b) an issue on which
she could exercise some personal responsibility.
In consequence of this, the nature of her affect changed. She
began to experience moral affect. Her reaction, expressf>d as Ir

just can't face eating something Ijke that which has been killed
in that way and hans't had its own life,' 1S no longer an aesthetic response, it is a moral feeling, which has clearly a substantive element of moral cognition behind it; she has coordinated
the ~eneral issues of the ri~ht of humans to kill anima]s, the
quality of life and even the exception of the survival situation,
in her cognitions about the situation. Out of this has arisen
some action; she has consciously decided to take the responsibility not to eat. meat herself.
Sandra 1 s current moral stage of thought is 3/4. Becoming affectively engaged in the situation is a significant part of the
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to action, but ooly because she cculd exercise a certain
level of moral cagnition upan the issue. But I would ar~ue that
without the affective engagement she would not have perceived the
situation as ane in which she had any responsibility at all, even
though she did posseS5 all along thp knowledge abaut bath the
facts and the moral dimensions of me at production.
progre5~

The second biography 1S "Jane the Ferni ni st . lt Jaß€' is a mother

of two children. She has beguo oart-time work again, and 1S also
doing some studying which she hapes will give her better qualifications and increase her job prospects.
Suddenly she finds herself pregnant. She TPalisps that if she
carries the baby full term she will set back her career prospeets
by another five years. She deeides to have an abortion, and is
surprised that her husband 15 less keen on the idea, and sepms
not to understand that having anothpr baby will confliet with her
growing independence and work-orientation. Jane seeks an aborti on
through her own doctor, but quickly discovprs that although abortion is legal, as married woman in good health does not qualify
for abortion on 'socia1' grounds. She is referred to a private
clinic where she has to put on an aet of being '~entally unstable" and unable to cope - effectively a lie.
After the abortion she feels distressed and humiliated, and
because of his ambivalence, finds her husband less than sympathetic. She joins a support group of women who have shared the
same experienee. Jane begins to see her private pxpprience as
part of a wider pattern of gender role. She becomes involved in
protests, support groups - and also becomps more detprmined to
gain the qualifiactions whieh will give hpr eeonomie independenee. Her increasing understanding of practical politics has Ipd
to her appreciation of wider social issues.
As with Sandra, Jane had a pre-existin~ cognitive structure
which would enable her to develop a complex moral and political
argument about gender rolp, abortion rights and 50 forth, but it
was not a salient issue for her. The triggering event is her
abortion, which gives rise to a number of affects, none of which,
again, is strictly 'moral. I
The support group gives her the basis for reflecting on her
affect and legitimating it, so that she comes to see her private
experience and responsp as part of an unequal system of sex

I
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roles. So she begins to see the issue in moral and political
terms; her anger at the medical profession and her husband
become$ more moral affect. She sees them as lalbeit unwitting)
agents in the system. At the same time, $he ig beginning to
realise that she must take responsibility for her moral and politieal affect. She is also beginning to take mo fe responsibility
for her own life. She i5 restructuring her co~nitions abaut the
moral and political world, not ooly using her cognitions to
inforrn her moral affect. Gradual1y, her raised political consciousness alters her view of the parameters involved in the
sItuation. Her cognitive structures expand and decalage occurs.
As she becomes involved 10 more forms of action, she both applies
and tests the expansion of her cognitive appreciation.
For rnany people, a plateau of moral/political affect 1S
reached (see Figure 1). Responsibility and its consequent action
implications becomes habitual - maybe even for a liftime.
However, for somp people the effect of frustration and the
limitations on achievable goals lead to a further redefinition, a
further transformation of cognitionsn and a significant change in
the kind of responsibiJity that the individual feels. This transformation constitutes 'extraordinary' moral responsibility; at
this point the individual feels not only '1 must act' but 'only 1
can do this thing.' This represents a shift in efficacy, the
belief that one is peculiarly able (or 'chosen') to perform the
necessary task. It is at this point that people make major
changes in their lives.
The third ca se history comes from Kohlberg's longitudinal
study. Lenny came from a conservative background but gradually
became more liberal in late adolescence. While studying in London
for a year, he experienced a transformation in his political
thinking which was reflected in the ways that he became committed
and responsible for taking action.
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Lenny:

I started to come out of the (horne suburb) conservative environment and gradually by the time I was a senior I'd become
what you would call a contemporary lib~ral American and
befare that time I had been a Goldwaterite and very conservative , exhibiting the effeets of the community ... when I went
away to London ... I really became radicalised, it was a very
turbulent year there; LSE (London Schael of Economics) was
closed for 25 days, and the British authorities blamed it on
American students. I started to da 50me work under Professor
X in political sociology and all of a suddpn I saw things not
in terms of being harmonious, but I saw a lot of confliet
going on in society and I started to think about it in that
perspective. What was violent and wh at was in terms of being
quieter. And then I came back and taught in the inner city
for a year, and I was further radicalised.
"Extraordinary" Moral Responsibi 1 ity
I now want to move on to the case historips of people who show
"extraordinary" moral responsibility and commitment.
Helen John is onp of the pioneers of t~e Greenharn Common
protest against the siting of American Cruise mi5siles on British
50il. In a television interview in November 1983. Hplen John
talked about the sequence of events in her own life which had led
to the change from being a professional midwifp, married with
five children, to making a total commitment to the Greenham
Common protest. The Greenham Common protest began with a march,
planned to last ten days, from Cardiff to the airbase. However,
the indifference and trivialisation by the Press led to
escalation of the final protest at the base, and to the decision
by some of the warnen to make a long-term orotest by remaining.
The protest camp has subsequently been continually harassed by
police and bailiffs. The 'triggering pvent' for Helen John was a
sudden in5ight, accompanied by 5trong emotion:
I was driving on my way through beautiful scenery in Wales
where I live and it suddenly occured to me how this would all
be altered in a nuclear war. And it just stopped me dead in
my tracks. I couldn't keep driving, I had to stop and I feIt
really phY5icaily very unwell. And I was crying. I sat for
about three quarters of an hour before I could continue the
journey. I was seared siek, really 5eared. And then I fplt
terribly angry that any lunatie could put so much fear and
press ure one people. And I knew that the fe ar I was experiencing was minute eompared to so many other people's
fpars.
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Her experience altered her perception of the nucelar i55ue, she
fauod she could 00 langer believe in the myth of deterrence. She
perceived that the 'defensive' stockpiling of nuclear weapons was
in fact preparation for war. This was the immediate effeet of her
cognitive reconstruction. but she also changed her perception of
the role of protest and of efficacy:
I think it was on that particular day that I realised you
could actually stap this happening if you put some effart
iota it. And I think that day changed me a lot.
The process began then continued:
My Qwn understanding of the situation grew daily and my
determination to make my contribution to stap 1t grew daily.
YOll make adecision that you will no langer cooperative with
a system that is designed to kill other peop]e.
When she read about th~ proposed Greenham march sh~ decided to
joint it: she saw this as part of her increasing sense of personal efficacy:
Prior to that I had nev~r seen the value of marchjng
anywhere. 1t didn't seem to achieve anything. ßut I was
sufficiently worried on this particu]ar issue to go on the
march, and make my own personal statement. And it was during
the course of this march that I changed.
The marchers decided, after arriving at Greenham, to stay
there indefinitely.
The moment it was sugge5ted Lto stay on) I knew that Iwanted
to take the initiative. 1t was completely right for me. And
it was also really the very first totally independent
decision I had made for mys elf in twenty years. Becau5e I
wasn't going to consult my husband or any other person. It
had to be my own decision.
Her conviction of personal responsibility is evident in that
quotation, but she elaborated it:
I remember Douglas (husband) saying to me very clearly, there
must be other wornen who haven't got five children who can do
what you're doing. But 1t'5 not true; there's only one of me.
Nobody can do exactly what 1'm doing in the way I'm doing it.
Only I can do that. Every individual has their own contribution to make in the way they uniquely can make it.
This is a statement of a cornmitment involving her, not merely a
statement of what ought, impartially, to be done. We can see,
from even these brief extracts from the interview, a progression
from affect in response to the triggering event - fear and then
anger. Then she begins to reflect upon her affect and on the
situation which has precloitated that effect, and her perceotion
is reconstructed. This leads to a strong moral affect - that the
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situation 1S wrang. She also be~ins to believe that not ooly has
she personally some responsibility to try to da something abaut
It, but that shp can be efficacious in doing so. So she joins a
collectivp protest - action initiated by others but to which she
can add her voice. This is cf course the point which many people
reach, the impetus to legitimated action which provides an
expression cf moral affect, and which contributes to the possible
achievement cf some goal.
But the important transformation occured in Helen at Greenham
itself. Suddenly it became her Qwn responsibility to continue the
protest; she saw herself as particularly efficacious. She has
carried through that responsibility for action over th~ years,
includin~ accepting a prison sentence. Her perceptions of her
changing values also indicate re-construction rather than
compl~te change: 'I was very apprehensive about breaking the law
because I believe in upholding the law; that's why l'm trying to
uphold a moral law.' Consequently, she regards serving a prison
sentence as an inevitable part of the protest.
In Helen John we can see the int~raction between non-moral
affect, cognitive reflection, moral affect arising from that, and
eventual cognitive transformation which places her own reSDonsibility for action at the centre rat her than the periphery, of
the situation.
In the final case his tory, I am selecting one event in the
life of Gandhi (Erik50n. 1969). When Gandhi want 50 South Africa
after his tralning in Britain, to become a practising barrister,
he had the expectation of an 'establishment professionallife.'
However he already had an image of himself as areformer, arising
from his religious convictions and his quest for personal virtue.
The incident with which I am concerned is the well-known
train journey through Natal. As a professional he travelled first
cl ass on the train - and encountered racism; a white fellowtraveller demanded that Gandhi be ejected from the first class
carriage. The conductor told Gandhi to travel in third class, he
refused, and was put off the train. Accounts indicate that
Gandhi's response to this t'triggering" event was, understandably,
anger and shock - not at first a moral response, but straightforward ego-related affect. However, he soon turned to a concern for
the conditions of Indians in Africa, and he spent the fol10wing
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year organising the Indians of Southern African ioto an effective
political pressure group. using his lawyer's skills.
What distinguished Gandhi from other reformers and activists,
even at the age of twenty three t was that he was convinced that
he was the ooly person equipped to deal with the situation.
Conclusions
In this paper I have proposed a model for the relationship
between perceived responsibility for action, action itself, and
the consequence of engaging in action for making possible the
extension of affective experience and enlargement of the
potential for cognitive appraisal. I have tried to give attention
to the role of affect as areaction to experience, in

engagin~

the individual, capturing her attention, and creating astate of
disequilibrium which, when r~flected upon, both makes the
cognitjons about the situation more saljent to th~ individual,
and more integrated ioto her personal experience. Moral affect
(as opposed to reactive affect) is thus the consequence of
cognition, and of reactive affec! upon WhlCh theTe has been
reflective cognition.
Moral responsibility as I have used it in the model, 15, as
with Kohlberg's view, an intervenin~ variable between cognition
and action. Moral responsibility is a cognitive process as
Kohlberg shows even to perceive one's own responsibility requires
a certain level of moral complexity. But it is also an affective
process: it arises out of the engagement of the individual in the
situation, and it depends also on the individual feeling efficacious. Efficacy is a cognitive process also - knowing how I can,
and believing that I can - but to feel resDonsible, to be impelled to act, requires a sense of engagement which is, I argue,
an affective consequence of the engagement proces5.
I will now recap on the model loresented in Figure 1,
drawing together the material from the biographie5. The first
element in the model i5 the pre-existing moral stage of the
individual, her cognitive structures within which she constructs
meaning for her experience. The relevance of stage of thinking to
the situation of moral crisis emerges clearly from all the
available data; a situation is perceived differently depending on
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one's moral sta~e. Dther 'baseline' variables whieh become signjficant at later stages of the model are the individual '5 general
sense of efficacy. FOT tWQ of the main components of the model,
vision and efficacy, pre-existing characteristics of the individual's view of her relationship to athers and the world in
general are important.
The triggering event sets the process in motion. Usually outside the individual ' s contral, j t is the catalyst of the individualIs engagement. Jt 15 the fact that the event touches the
individual in 50me way that 1S significant. The response to the
triggering event is, as we have seen, affect, and I have stressed
that thig affect is "reactive" rat her than "moral." The affect
engages the individual, rnakes the individual see herself as a
part of the situation. Sandra feIt disgust, Heleo feIt fe ar and
anger, Gandhi feIt anger and hurt pride.
The action taken io response to the affect 1S the next phase
of the sequence. The individual may diffuse the affect in various
ways, denying, controlling, or defended against it. Or engaging
in catharsis of some sort - for example through hurnour.
The process of translating affecting into cognition, rnaking
it possible to reflect on the situation and reconstruct one's
view of it, depends on sorne action. Helen joined a march, Jane
joined a group in order to heal her wounds, Gandhi carne ioto
contact with an unorganiged group of Indians. Such 'reactive
action' deals with the reactive affect by makin~ the affect
legitimate: it is also the beginning of efficacy. Sandra feIt
that she could stop eating me at - so far, that ig the only action
Sandra has taken. Helen feIt it was possible to do something
about her fear and anger through objecting. Lenny feIt he could
shed his Republican orthodoxy.
The process of cognitive reflection change the way the affect
is experienced, hut cognition itself is also changed because now
that the issue is salient, the individual needs to make sense of
her reaction, to give it meaning and validity. The consequence of
this process is that new affect arises, a moral aEfect deriving
from the individual '5 under5tanding that what made her disturbed
is worth being disturbed about, that it is a general issue not
simply a personalone. Sut she is also personally involved,
engaged by the initial affect and also now by the legitimation of
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that affect. She feels responsible. At this point people become
involved 10 collective activity; Lenny became involved in
teaching in an inner city schaol, He]en went on the march to
Greenham from Cardiff.
If the actions performed accord with the individuals l level
of engagement and efficacy, and appear on reflection to achieve
satisfactory consequences, then there may be little further
change. But if theTe is a disjunction between desired and aetual
goals, or if other events occur which change the situation then a
further process of transformation occurs.
Jane and Lenny, for example, never really made the transition
that Helen John and Gandhi did. of feeling that they were personally responsible for making changes. For Helen John, the transformation in her perspective came when she saw the limitations of
an action which she had made a considerable investment in - the
ten-day march from Cardiff - and for her this led to a conviction
that the task was paramount, and that she must make a total
commitment to it.
In this paper I have proposed a model which tries to bring
affect into the cognition-action equation 1n a way which does not
submerge it into being only an experience upon which cognition
operates, nor as an energising intervening variable between
cognition and action. I have argued that responsibility is not
just an affective response of empathy or attachment, nor is it
just a particular sophisticated cognitive perspective in which
the individual sees her role as an agent. Responsibility is a cognitive appreciation, but one which arises from personal engagement in the situation, itself consequent upon the individual
reacting affectively and becoming involved.
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Moral Responsibility and Personal Commitment:
Comments on Helen Weinreich Haste's Paper

Brpnda Gahen

Helen Weinreich-Haste's interesting paper traces certain stages
in a particular kind of moral experience which lead to the
generation of a personal sense of moral responsibility together
with commitment to a cause, a moral position or an ideal. These
stages lead from a pre-existing moral stage of simple perception
of a situation, through a triggering event cr catalyst - an event
which 'tauchest the individual in some significant way - via
response and cognitive reflection to the personal sense of
responsibility which is the main foeus of her paper.
In a purely philosophical context the phrase 'moral responsibilityr would more commonly be used to refer to freedom of the
will as against determinism, but in the context of this paper it
is given the force of a sense of one's own responsibility as
epposed to ether peoplers responsibility fer astate of affairs.
Used in this sense, it generates duties of supererogation not universalisable moral requirements but the kind of special
demands made of the saint, the martyr, the enthusiast for a
cause.
The paper makes its point by the use of examples. The use of
examples to make points about morality has been under challenge
recently as ethical texts have tended to over-use examples which
are either fictitious or frivolous or both, but the use of examples here, both fictional and real, is genuinely illuminating. The
frivolous IS avoided and where examples are fictitious it is
obvious that factual examples with precisely the same i.mplications would not be ditficult to find. The moral point which the
examples are used to make is that theTe is a stage between the
purely cognitive and the purely affective in a peron's response
to a situation - astage, that is, between the intellectual
appraisal of a situation in its moral aspects and the disposition
to behave in the way judged morally appropriate.
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In the paper this is linked to the fact that the situations

quest ion - which involve such matters 35 vegetarianism,
feminism, abortion, conscription, nuclear defence and civil disobedience - are 'reallife' situations rather than contrived
problems. But that this is not the crux of the matter i5 clear if
the reverse pehnomenon to the one described is considered. This
is the pehnomenon of detachment, indifference, cr beiog morally
'switched-off. TheTe are a number of situations where this
'switched-off' response cao be fauod in wh at many would consider
inappropriate circumstances. anä the fact that real issues are
involved is simply unrecognised.
i)
The position of the technician in an animal experimentation
laboratory.
ii) The occupation of the butcher.
iii) The position of the military torturer in a regime where the
use of torture is routine in the questioning of suspects.
iv) The Kitty Genovese case, in which the longdrawn-out murdpr
of a woman - Kitty Genovese - was witnessed by the residents of a
number of apartments, none of whom made any attempt to intervene,
even to the extent of placing an anonymous phone-call to the
police.
v)
The 'Good Samaritan' experiment, In which theology 5tudents
asked to prepare a talk on the Good Samaritan were obliged to
step over the writhing body of a fellow human-being in order to
reach the place where they would deli ver their lecture - something most of them did without pausing to help.
The first three of these cases are particularly relevant to
what the paper calls 'pprception,' the fourth to what it calls
'efficacy' but all involve to some degrpe the general issues of
percepti.on, efficacy and commitment. Light i50 thrown on many of
these negati.ve cases by the Milgram experiments, the most significant fact about which i5 that no-one refused ab501utely to
administer electric shocks to others. The Milgram experiments,
though, were concerned with the issue of obedience to authority,
rather than with the issue of dissociation which is so clearly
present in the case of in5otitutionalised toture, murder and so
on.
Nevertheless, where a positive response lS at issue, as in
the examples in Weinreich-Haste's paper, it is necessary to be ar
10
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in mind that it is impossible to reaet other than selectively to
such a range of issues. Total immersion in the anti-nuclear movement, for example, leaves little Toam fOT full-time involvement
with the animal rights movement cr feminist campaigns. People may
espouse all these positions simultaneously. but they must seleet
which is to have their dedicated activist support. In other
words, partial commitment on multiple issues is possible, but not
the sort of total commitment which is the subject of the paper.
Nevertheless, the paradox is that total commitment is the
rational response on certain issues, for example, if one believes
theTe is a danger of all-out nuelear war cr if one has accepted
the Chr1stian doctrine of eternal damnation as the destiny of the
unbeliever.
The last point suggests the strong relation which I am sure
exists between the cases discussed in the paper and the more
famlliar case of the experience of religious conversion. It also
seems worth considering whether as a matter of fact certain
people may be more predisposed to have such experiences than
others, and whether, if so, these particular people may not
experience a number of such seminal turning points through life.
Other such 'triggering' experiencps, fOT example, would be:
i)
religious conversion (the paradigm example bein~ that of
St. Paul on the road to Damascus, but also including the experiences of mystics and the phenomenon of evangelical gospelmeetings as discussed in Sar~ent's Sattle fOT the Mind),
i1)
political conversion (to extremist causes of left or
rightJ,
iii) sexual first experiences of various kinds,
iv)
childbirth,
v)
bereavement,
vi)
being the witness of acute or longterm illness of familymember or friend,
vi i) war,
vii i) malming.
No doubt there are others, but it is significant to note that
these experiences are the very stuff of literature, poetry and
culture.
This discussion, then, can do no more than endorse the fertility and fruitfulness of the ideas implicit in the paper, to
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suggest that the kind of experiences described there are of
enormous significance both in the moral life of the individual
and also as practical phenomena in society - it i5, after all,
these people, shaped by such experiences who change the face of
society - but to suggest, as weIl, that they are not necessarily
universal cr (amman experiences, while the reverse phenomenon, of
detachment, is all tao camman. This would make the central point
of the paper less an observation abaut moral development and moTe
an illuminating observation of a Ccomparatively) rare phenomenon.
The developmental point is that intervening between cognitive understanding and action is the feeling of personal involvement;
that personal involvement is neither of these things exclusively,
but that it is affective, i.e., it carries the disposition to act
wlth it. This may be correct, but I would like to suggest that
this affective stage is special rather than universal and the
question of why only same of the moral situations in which we
find ourselves provoke a concerned or involved response 1S itself
worthy of investigation.
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The Effect of Affect:
A Comment on Helen Weinreich-Haste's Paper
Don

Locke

Helen Weinreich-Haste's paper is an important and useful discussion of the role of moral crises In moral change. It 1S in moral
development. But this aspect cf her paper is, I think, less
succpssful, largely because the notion of affect 1S not itself
explained. In particular 1 ' m not sure I understand what moral, as
opposed to non-moral, affect might be.
But Helen personally is not to blame for this. Dpspite beiog
used almost so]ely as a technical term within psychology,
'affect' is in fact multiply ambiguous. A good example of the
confusion caused by this 1S the debate between Zajonc (1980) and
Lazarus (1982), where since Zajonc ' s idiosyncratic use of
'affect' seems to count a5 what Lazaru5 would call cognition, it
i5 not clear that there 1S really any disagreement between them.
A more common sour ce of confusion is that 'affect' is sometimes used as a synonym for emotion as such, and sometimes used
to reIer to a particular ingredient In emotion, the element of
subjective emotional feeling. The latter is the sense defined as
'psychological' by Webster's 20th Century: 'the conscious subjective aspect of emotion considered apart from the bodily changes. r
And according to any cognitive - or for that matter physiological
- theory of emotion, affect in this sense will be only one part
of an emotional state. Cognitive theories of emotion are
typically two-factor theories (for example Arnold, Mandler,
Lyons, Peters) in which both cognition and physiological disturbances, as a source of affect in the narrow sense, have a role to
play.
This ambiguity is important when it comes to assessing
Helen's attempt to provide a less cognitive, more 'affective,'
account of moral change. For if by r affect' she means emot i on in
general, includin~ any cognitive component. then it is not clear
that this is an alternative to the more explicitly cognitive
ac counts of moral change: it may be the cognitive element in
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emotion, not the element of subjective fepliog, which is responsible for the change in moraloutlook, in which ease it is not

elear that the standard cognitive-developmental position is in
need of aoy revision. The orthodox cognitive-developmental
position needs revising, to take aecaunt of 'moral' affect, ooly

if what produces moral change in these crists situations 1S
affect in the narrow sense, i.6. the element of subjective
emotional feeling, and not some more cognitive component in
emotion.
Wh at Helen needs to show, 10 other wards, 1S that it 1S the

element specifically of emotional feeling, and not the element of
emotional thought, which plays the crueial rale in the moral
crIses she discusses. But so long as 'affect' remains ambiguous
between emotion in general, including any cognitive component,
and some distinctively non-co~nitive component in emotion, it
will not be clear whether cognitive-developmental accounts of
moral change need broadening in the way she suggests. Perhaps she
would be better off without the word altogetherl
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Moral Reasoning and Moral Responsibility of Young Professionals:
Comments on H. Weinreich-Haste's Paper
Ibolya Vari-Szilagyi

I have chosen a mo fe practical and less dramatic field cf moral
development than Helen Weinreich-Haste did in her inspiring casestudies on extraordinary moral responsibility. I would like to
present here som~ results of a study of mine on value orientation.
Ta begin with, I must acknowledge that the model of moral development proposed by Weinreich-Haste has numerous advantages
compared to its predominantly cognitivistic approach. Among these
advantages I would like to point out the importance cf the
emphasis given by this model to the role cf affect within the
moral development. The proposed model contributes to the better
understanding of the relations hip between the moral reasoning and
the moral action le.g. it shows how the pre-existing cognitive
structures have become more unstable under the stress of affects ,
how these latter ones force the person to re-interprete the
situation or the context of the triggering event which have
evoked these affects , how the new information have helped to
legitimate the newly developed reasoning and commitment, etc.). I
think, it 1S sufficient to remind of these components of the
model in order to understand why this can be regarded as a
dynamic model indeed.
I agree with this model and with the reasoning behind which
is based on the distinction between the real life and hypothetlcal moral dilemma situations and on the rather axiomatic
insight that the moral reasoning is only a subset of social
reasoning. However I would like to argue for the further elaboration of the Tale of affect. According to this model "a ffect
energizes the cognition and predisposes to action" (Wein reichHaste). This energizing role of affects has been largely proven
by the attitude-research, but this knowledge was a bit somewhat
neglected by the research of moral development.
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The affects can also block the cognition, inhibit the
acceptance of new information, they can make the whole perception
of the situations cr groups iota a one-way process. Prejudice can
influence the perception cf situations and they mayaiso evoke
affects (anger, upset, ete.) which in their turn may again
strengthen prejudice. This circular proces5 is based on the
subject's maintp~ance cf illusory correlations. Let us reconsider
Gandhi's journey on the train to Natal. As Welnreich-Haste
pointed out, what happened to hirn there can be considered a
triggering event for Gandhi upseting hirn in a great deal.
Presumably not only in Gandhi but also in those on the opposite
side theTe were strang affects, but affects which played a
blocking and ego-defensive role, thus helping to bring into
effect their racial behavlour. This negative impact of affects 1S
demonstrated by the well-known studies on illusory correlations
and their role in group conflicts by Allport (1954) and Hamilton
(1981). Following Breakwell (1983) who urges us to bring together
the research on moral development and on group-conflicts, we can
also observe a blocking role in the persons with high level of
moral reasoning who do not really understand the existing
contexts and the dilemmas of everyday life. They are the persons
who apply moral and social norms in a rather rigid - almost
inhuman - way. Extreme examples for this style of moral reasoning
are the bigots who are unable to understand other value
orientations than their own.
Now I would like to show different types of moral reasoning
depending on the accompanying dominant value motive. I hope I can
show both - the positive and the negative - impacts of affect
within the moral reasoning although these phenomena were not
directly observed in the study of values on issue. They could be
recognized only as a result of a secondary analysis conducted
just from this point of view.
This study of values was carried out as apart of a
longitudinal study of youog professionals (among them
architects). The sampie of this particular stduy consisted of 26
female and 42 male architects. They were at the end of their
second year at work. Participation was voluntary. The research
procedure involved modeling critical situations and judgments of
desirability on alternative courses of behaviour. A set of
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conflict sItuations were presented to the subject 10 a sem]formalized questionnaire (8 stories). We selected the core of
these situations from previous in-depth interviews according to
the following criteria: they should be characteristic of
architects ' profession, they should represent the existing
hierarchical interpersonal relations at their place of work, and
they should present alternatives to the merely frustrating
situation. The questionnaire and the method of eliciting and
analysing the answers were pretested. The respondents were
required ta judge (a) the frequency of the given conflict
situation, and the solution chosen by the hera of the story, eh)
the degree the subject agreed with this solution, and (e) the
reasons for his agreement, disagreement, or abstaining. The
attitude - objeetive or defensive - toward this procedure was
also identified. Only the subjects with objective attitude were
included into the study of values.
This method ressembles the Kohlberg method (using conflict
situations as material for eliciting judgments), but it also has
same unique features: It allows to assess the subjects 1 involvement in the resolution of eonfliets; and it makes possible to
assess the subjects' attitude toward the research procedure, and
to exclude those with defensive attitude. Instead usin~ rare
confliets we hav~ used eommon eonfliet situations. As our horne
eonditions with an "experimenting economy" are rather open, these
da not elieit socially desirable answers.
The content-analysis of the subjects' value motives as they
were reflected in their answers proceeded along three main value
dimensions: professional work-activity (identification), independence, and adaptation. Additionally. the value motives of
moral and social relation were also identified. The ratings were
made independently by two rater (they coincided in 85\ of the
cases). The categorization of the types of value orientation was
based on the dominant value motive(s) that carne up constantly in
the answers. As a result of this. five types were identified: the
work- and independenee eentered or Ideal type (N = 26J. the workand adaptation centered or Realist type, the adaptation centered
or Conformist type (N : 8J, and the Independent type of value
orientation LN = 8J. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA.
5 x 5 design, 5 types and 5 value motives) shows to what extent
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possible to differentiate the suggested value orientations
on the basis of the applied value motives. They demonstrate unambiguously that the value motives differ significantly for the 5
types of value orientation: The F-ratio was 19.96 (p. = 01). The
results of the independently executed F-tests show that, except
the social relation motive, all value motive appear in a 51gnificantly different proportion in the answers of the 5 types (p
it

~s

• . OS).
The results of MANOVA show also that choosing from affiong the
existing major value dimensions proved suitable for detecting the
types of personal value orientations within the world of professional work. They support our assumption that neither the moral
motive nor the work-motive taken in isolation are capable to distinguish the actual types of value orientation and of moral
reasoning. In regard to their moral motives the Ethical type
persans had the hlghest scores (mean: 0.52); followed by the Independent (0.36), and the Ideal type subjects (0.32). The Realist
(0.17) and the Conformist subjects (0.21) had the lowest scores.
The particular defieit in morals of these sUbjects could be
observed even in the perception of the confliet situations: they
simply did not pay any attention to the moral aspect of the
situations tthough these were l~orally challenging l' ). Their
enhanced need for adaptation and fear of failure in the
r~ifficultr, situations did influence their pereeption: they acted
as if they had not noticed the moral dilemmas in them, contrary
to the Ethical individuals who were oversensitive to this aspect
of them.
The picture is even more interesting if we take the results
of the content analysis of their moral arguments. In spite of
their having the highest mean-score, the Ethical type exhibited a
lower moral responsibility. They recognized the moral aspect of a
situation only in eases when these were already clearly regulated
by social norms. In spite of their sensitivity to moral
questions, they hesitated (needed the most time to fill in the
questionnaire) and showed the highest uncertainty in deeiding on
the dilemmas. Contrary to the Ideal persans, they were not ready
to widen their responsibility for new fields of professional
activity. They insist on the realization of the existing norms
not because of the lack of work-identification but because of the
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lack of independence in understanding the modern society. The
Ideal persons showed seem to be more creative even in the
quest ions of morality. They were also morally sensitive but at
the same time they considered the quest ion of responsibility in a
considerably larger social and political context than the Ethical
persans did. FOT the Ideal type the responsibility of an
architect begins with the giving all the kind of appropriate information on the possibilities of recent architecture and
building industry to the persons cr institutions giving the
orders. The archltect should realize that the information is
power. He is able to design weIl, more responsibly onIy in case
it the whole procedure of planning will become more democratic.
He or sge is involved in widening their scope of responsibility
to new fields of professional and non-professional activity such
as the reduction of the injuries by urbanization, of housing
estates, as saving the natural surroundings and the remainder of
folk and of historical architecture, etc. Ideals type subjects
showed indeed a high preference for collective actions in this
respect. They also emphasized their responsibility for their own
development instead of shifting this upon the shoulders of others
(in spite of the fact that they experienced more difficulties
than others at their start). Compared to this type, the Independent persons were more ready to shift their responsibility to
others even for their own development. They may have seen new
fields of responsibility but they were not involved in taking
them. They were more pessimistic in judging the outcome of any
efforts in this regard. Their more individualistic attitude was
correlated to a lack of commitment to an architectls work and a
lack of positive affects gained from it.
In conclusion, the assumption that moral values can be more
reliably followed and understood when they are studied together
with other forms of value orientation seems to be supported by
our findings. We could see that the actual meaning of a moral
norm may vary to a great extent wlth the degree of work-identification and with the significance of motives for independence
and adaptation. We could also observe that the dominant value
motives influenced the actual moral reasoning that produced its
different types.
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In the case of the Ideal type most of the characteristics
could be observed (such as the more durable and public
commitment, as going far beyond the existlng moral narms, the
large personal investment of energy, time and action) whereas in
the case of the Ethical type we are faced with the signs of a
more conventional understanding of morals.

Notes

1

2

Parts of this longitudinal study were carried out in three
sUhsequent graduating classes of the Faculty of Architecture
of the Technical University of Budapest, between 1971-75.
Ouring the first phase, when the 5ubjects (N = 198) were stIll
at the university. thelT anticipated professional image,
aspirations, and initial professional attitudes were assessed
till at the university. their anticipated professional image,
aspirations, and initial professional attitudes were followed
up for at least two and a half years at the subjects' places
of work (N : 100). The results of this study have been
summarized in the monograph "Fiatal ertelmisegiek a palyan"
lYoung professionals at their start), Akademiai Kiado,
BUdapest, 1981 (in Hungarian).
Vari-Szilagyi, I. '980. A functional approach and method of
the study of value orientation. In Proceedings of the XXlInd
International Congress of Psychology, Leipzig/GDR, 1980. Vol.
I!. p. 669.
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Tbe Metamotivat"onal Function of Moral Ideals
Thomas E. Wre

Th; may be the only eonferenee i the world wh~re 0 e doe5 not
have to apologize for a paper that 15 a nonchala t amine i5
about th boundaries be ween psy hology and philosophy. I know
that I 5hould apologize for other things, su h as it5 I ng h, and
I do indeed apologize for those things. I was tempted 0
apologize also for seeming to be labor the obvioU5, in e for
anyone who comes to a MOSAIC onf rence it must seem a little
ex essive to spe d so mueh time i sisti g 0 the importan e of
the i ternal dimension of moral behavior.
But this last apology would b
arryi g guilt too far. I
don't think I am in he ridieulous position of he nreaeher who
bera es his 'ongrega 10 becaus 1t 1S 0 small, sin e though we
al know morality is mueh more than pie es of overt behavior, the
5 ru tu re of moral motiva ion is not 0 ly problematic but
v;rtually unexplored as weIl. I have addressed the problem j
term of moral ideals and moral vir ues, rather han moral rule
and prineiples, sin e I hink that the form r' so-eal1ed aretai
a egories are primary and he lat er, so-called deontie
ate~ories derive
heir in eIl
ual signifi anee as weIl a
their motivational effica y from aretaj ones. (On the distinc'on be w en aretaic and deontie e hi '5, see Frank als Et.hi s,
1971, or b tter, Brandt's ar iele on Frankena's virtue e hies,
1982.1 But I have not tried to argue this in the pres nt paper,
preferring "nstead to propose my thesis as a thesis about how
moral ideals mo iva e, with only a few ra her heavy hints 0 the
effeet hat the pure hase wh; h moral rules have on us ean
u1 ima ely be ae ounted for in similar terms.
1.

The tn SlS In ques ion is botn metaethi al (in a broad se se) and
methodologica1, a d is the follow"ng: Whatever motivational
onstruet a theorist employs 0 a" ount for moral behavior,
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including the relatively covert behaviors of moral reasoning and
decision-taking, they should cantain a self-evaluative aspect cr
component whereby the mora] a~ent 15 conceived as takin~ a Doint
of view on his own motivation.
In Part I of the paper I unpack the nation cf self-evaluation
cr self-regulation by recalling Harry Frankfurt's postulate of
wh at he calls llsecond order desires." This is the idea that,
whereas the object of an ordinary, first order des ire is some
thin~ cr state cf affairs in the world, these ordinary desires
can be - and, I would add, usually if not always are - themselves
the objects of second order motivations. I have sorted out the
second order motivations (including both desires and aversions)
into two main groups, the first and most prominent of which
comprises what I have called economic evaluations, which
correspond to the sorts of self-regulation that are discussed in
the psychological literature on delay of gratification, tolerante
of pain, etc. The second, and for us much more relevant group of
second order motivations comprises what I am calling aretaic
evaluations, in which the subject promotes or resists his first
order inclinations on moral grounds.
Thus in economic evaluation I wish, for instance, that I were
not so fond of chocolate becausp the outcome of my hoovering up
chocolates is at odds with many of my other desires, say for a
clear complexion or a calm gastro-intestinal track. Contrariwise,
]n moral Ci .e., arptaic) evaluation I look not at the outcome but
at the worth of my first order desires. In this case I would not
want to be a chocoholic even if the unpleasant outcome of such
first-level hinging could be avoided by taking some kind of pill
or, in the sad but apparently common cases of boulemic personalities, self-induced regurgitation. CA side note: This distinction betwpen the outcome and thp worth of an first order
des ire is a relative one, since in most cases one cannot characterize the worth of adesire (or the desire itself) without same
reference to its intended outcome, and vice versa. Human action
]s a continuum, mediatin~ between motivation - which is focused
on for its own sake in aretaic motivation - and outcome - which
is focused on in economic evaluation.)
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Ir.
It should be fairly obvious at this point that aretaic evaluation
presupposes some criterion for assessing the worth of one's first
order motivations and the actions embodying those motivations.
This criterion, which I have taken the liberty of callin~ an ego
ideal even though I am not sure about its relation to the
Freudian construct of that name, is the th~me of Part 11 of the
paper. I must confpss that in the paper itself it takes ffie a very
]ong time to get iota an explicit discllssion of this theme, since
1 thought it necessary to da a lot of preliminary work that
recapitulates the distinction between economic and aretaic
evaluation by means of same flow charts that need not be
described here.
In other words, the theme of Part 11 is the source of that
familiar but mysterious authority which OUT ideals have over us.
Why, I wonder, doesn't a person who 1S fac~d with a discrepancy
between wh at wants to do here and now (the first order desires)
and his ideals (the criteria in whose service second order
desires proceed) simply jettison the ideals? This form of
conflict resolution would seem to b~ a lot simpler, to say the
last, than the s~lf-interv~nt10n which I have discussed under the
rubric of second order desire. Of course people often do dump
burdensom~ ideals, though not as frequenrly or abruptly as one
might think from reading cognitive dissonance and attribution
theorists. But when they don't, why don't they? Why. in shoTt,
are ideal not ooly semantic vehicles but motivational on es as
weIl?
My answeT to this query be~ins with the claim that ideals are
themselves articulations of a certain otherwise fairly inchoate
set of desires. These desires, which are themselves first order
desires, are not just a bunch of strong though rather blurry
longings. They are what I have called constitutive desires.
because they involve projects or attachments wherein my li fe has
meaning. As Bernard Williams puts it. these are the desires which
keep us going 00. and without which we would have 00 point, 00
hopes, 00 self. Exactly how coostitutive desires traosroute ioto
ego ideals is a developmental quest ion that I leave to Erikson,
Allport. and others.
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I conclude the essay with the following caveat. The foregoing
remarks abaut possible commonalities in our constitutive desires
are intended as illustrations of how the psychology of personality can be related to the philosophizing of the previous
pages. However, it would be amistake to forget that any such
discussion (mine inc]uded) invariably distorts the motivation al
base of the moral agent's ideals and second order evaluations.
since it treats his deep-level desires and aspirations as simply
given. The reality is otherwise: their efficacy a~ psychic forces
1S inextricably tied to the interpretation which the agent puts
on them - and so on himself - in the articulative process
referred to a few paragraphs back. As Taylor (1977, p. 126) has
pointed out, to articulate what I have called constitutive
desires is not to describp them the way one describes a tabl~ as
brown or a line of mountains as jagged, but rather "to shape our
sense of wh at we desire or wh at we hold In a certain way." A
reinterpretation of, say, the second order desire to be in
control of one's self (such that it 1S now unde.rstood as a
prudential strategy instead of as a matter of honor or dignity)
alters the des ire itself as weIl as lts moral significancp, even
though its immediate objective, seIf-control, remains the samp.
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Moral Functioning and Ego Ideal
Comments on T. Wren's Paper
Augusto Blasi

Professor Wren' paper i
oncerned with an i sue which i both
very important and strangely neglected by psychoJogists. I say
"s trangely," be ause his approa h to morali y i much closer to
radi ional psy hological coneerns with behavior, motivation, and
personality han the relatively recent emphasis on understanding
and cogni ive stru tures. As I sugge ted elsewhere (Blasi, 1984,
in press), o~n't've-developmentalismmu t eventually eome to
terms with the perso a1ity ontext of moral cognition.
However, a much as I agree w'th Wr nls aims and with his
r lying on the di tinetion betwe n first and e ond order
desires, the solution that he is beginning to sketch raises a
number of ser'ous que tion and ultimate1y appears unsa isfaetory. This is 0, not so much be ause he philo ophical and
psyehologi al de ails have not yet been worked out, but because
he elements already present (a) do no seem to satisfy some
important requir ments of a philo ophi a1 heory of moral' yand
eb) appear to lack internal coherence. I will only mention some
of the e quest·ons.
1. Wren suggests that ego ideals, on which moral'ty 's es ablished, are based on a sub ategory of first order desires, which
he alls " eons ·tutive." It 's not clear how cons titut've"
should be precisely defined; more fundamentally, one may ask
whether all first order de 'res could be con titutive, at least
for some people. A po itive answer would no only lead to uncontrolled moral relativism, but also to quasi absurd 0 equen es.
A negative answ r would then raise a further question: why, on
wha bas' , can ome f' r t order des' re be or become onsti tut've while others annot?
2. It seem to me that Wren would be led to assume some oncept of human nature, perhaps similar 0 that implied by Erikson's theory of personality. according to 'Ahi-h "humani y" is
psy hologi ally defin d by the potential for, and the development
ll
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of, eight basic " v irtues" (trust, initiative, identity. etc.).

I

da not have serious objections to a similar project (most philosopherst less metaphysically inclined, would). But the question
still remains, for Wren as weIl as for Erikson, of what makes
certain desires constitutive. It cannat be the fact that they are
desires. Gould it be that such desires are in fact universally
shared by human beings?
3. This brings up the quest ion of the relations between first
and second order desires. If I understand the distinction, theTe
is an intrinsic relation between the two, such that, by definition, first order desires can be evaluated and can become themse]ves object of desires. If I am ~orrect, this would also be
true of those first order ronstitutive desires on which ego
ideals are established. But on what ~rounds can such fundamental
desires, as ego ideals are, be evaluated? Wouldn't the desires
and the criteria grounding the evaluation, then, be ego ideals
rather than the first order desires that are being pvaluated?
4. My final point is that, when one begins to establish ego
ideals on second order desires, it becomes almost impossible to
avoid cognitive criteria in the construction of ego ideals and of
the moral personality. While first order desires can order
themselves according to such vectors as strength and prepotency,
any other kind of ordering seems to require reasons, either of
the economic or of the aretaic kind, as Wren points out. In sum,
Wren's attempt to establish morality on desires rather than on
understanding and reason ends up by bringing in rational criteria
by the back door. This result may be contradictory with Wren's
intentions; in my view, however, it 1S wholly de~irable ad may
provide us with a handle for understanding how desires and
rationality become integrated in the construction of morality.
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Context-Related Aspects in Real Life Moral Judgment and Action
A Pilot Study and Some Conceptual Considerations
Wolfgang Althof

This chapter reports on a work in progress, bath on thc conceptua! and the empirical level, carried out at the Fribourg Uni versity Institute of Pedagogy by Detlef Garz, Fritz OseT and
myself.' This work concerns the relationshios between social and
moral judgment and action. Regarding the pmpirical level we are
interested, among other things, in how people actually da aet
with regard to various moral issues and how they rationally bring
iota play their fundamental moral reasoning structures. On thc
conceptual level we started out using the competence-performance
distinction common to most cognitive develoomentalists, but are
trying to emphasize the sociological side of th~ road more
heavily than is u,ually done (cf. Damon, 1984).
We are somewhat dissatisfied with the usual practice of
isolating manifold variables presumably serving as "performance
determining factors l l (cf. Döbert & Nunner-Wi nkler, 1978; 1980).
We suggest that a theory of socio-cognitive competence at the
same time should provide us with explanations concerning performance. In addition, this theory should also be an interactionist
theory. If we presuppose that cognition is not the result of
self-reflective efforts, but from the beginning 1S attained
inside a net of interpersonal relations, is co-constructed. and
insofar is genuinely social (cf. Youniss, 1980), Wf' must no
longer treat social-structural. or - in a more concrete sense contextual, phenomena as factors only relevant to stimulation of
competence development, but have to focus on their genuinely constructive relevance. Moreover, we will find essentially the same
ecological variables to be 'Iresponsible'l for structural formation
and for creating stable contexts of meaning which guide performance in a broad scope of social situations.
If we try to make the interactionist assumption more v1vid
and suggest a life-practical cross bracing of moral and sociocognitive structures on the one hand and contextual structures on

I
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the ather, two methodologically relevant conclusions eosue:
(1) Any understanding is simplifying, or even false, which
reduces performance Cand, ultimately. moral action) to mere application of reasoning competence to situational circumstances.
This dichotomous not ion of structurp and situation neglects the
developmentally important fact that bath formerly and presently
experienced situations (the first of which are the root of
structure, to the extent structure i5 the interiorization of
action) have essential features in common. Moreover, the "application" processes cannat be fully understood by a model of
successively concrete steps in transforming ideal reasons (i.e.
structure) ioto action decision and actual conduct. Thosp models
have been proposed for instance by Rest (1984a,b) and Kohlberg &
Candee (1984). The difficulty with them is twofold: First, they
introduce context-reiated considerations at one pI ace or the
other in the course of "translating" ideal reasoning to action;
they thus imply that there is such thing as subjectively
accessible "oure structure," at least serving as a starting point
for processes of implementation. But i5 this the case? PeoDle are
not aware of the operational rules guiding their reasoning;
structuralistic abst.raClion i s at the core of "reconstruction
methodology" in developmental psychology, but on the level of a
subject's thinking we would be misguided to give way to the
a5sumption, moral judgments could ever be free of context and
content. If they are not, we have to account for the context
related features of every concretely conducted jud~ment, be it
(moral judgment) meant to be as basic as it may. The second, and
related, difficulty with the moral/non-moral components models 15
that they ana]ytically isolate elements - and seem to sug~est
their actual separatenes5 - which ultimately are psychologically
inseparable. In fact the interconnectedness of individuals'
normative, descriptive, and cvaluative systems creates particular
moral qualities that tend to be seriously neglected by these
models.
(2) The nation of ontogenetic interpenetration of subjective
and 50cial-environmental structures implies recognizing the interweaving of conception5 of the morally right and of the
personally "good life," or of identity, i.e. the interconnectedness of the respective evaluative standards.
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Habermas (1983; 1984) has emphasized the Doint that ethical
universalization constitutes a necessity to forma!ize and decontextualize judgments in order to make rational npgotiations and
abstract ion from particular interests possible. A main implication of this js that you have to get ioto a specifir kind of
distance to your personal conditions of life, your life style,
life goals, habits, even to yOUT biography - not rejeet them, but
divest them of their self-evident validity for moral decisions.
Postconventionalism means dispensing the normative power of the
facts, separating between what is justifiable by moral principles
and what is just factually valid (but nonetheless valid) in a
soeial or personal sense.
Mordecai Nisan's (1984) moral balance model helps us to make
further use of Habermas' argument by shifting the question. What,
then, is the appropriate way to describe moral decisions made by
pre-principled l10rdinarylt people? Assessing the moral weight of
an action, deciding for certain courses of action in terms of a
moral balance between ideal morality and personal interests (as
Nisan puts it: keeping inside the acceptable limits of morality)
- all this takes place inside the horizon of subjects r material
experiences and patterns of meaning making. Educational projects
carried out in Fribourg (cf. Schläfli, 1984) were aimed at educationa1]y ensuring a reflected of life-practical claims to moral
reasoning and vjce versa, aimed at taking context into account
without letting the subject be caught in it. But typically, the
sUbject is "caught r , in context.
Questioning of patterns of moral reasonjng means questionjng
the coherence and continuity of identity, insofar there is a life
practical fusion of evaluative standards for both of them. Thus a
"praxeological l l perspective (Bourdieu, 1979; 1982) would take
account of functional relationships between moral reasoning
structures and the netting of identity and Lebenswelt (life
world). This implies that Lebenswelt should not be understood as
sUbjectively constructed reality sui generis; practica]
taxonomies, representations and symbolic systems are, on the
other hand, no sheer reflexions of objective relations: they are
attempts to establish practical coherence in dealing with glven
circumstances - be them of a moral or nonmoral nature.
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Whereas much of our educationally oriented research has indirect
implications for the issues of context-relevance and moral action
lcf. Oser & Althof, 1984), our work directly focused on action
still 1S scarce. Nonetheless we believe that our approach i5 kind
of special, compared to the empirical mainstream in the exploration of moral action. This is for two reasons. First, we hath
confrant the classical hypothetical Kohlberg di!pmmas for purpose
of assessing stage scores and pose quest ions concerning actually
experienced moral problems and the solutions to them (in terms of
actions carried out). Second, as part of the interview we bind
the answers to these real life questions back to the argumentation employed with respect to the hypothetical dilemma - a
procedure that serves as deliberate "moralization l l of the real
life circumstances reported. This successive approach to lifepractical matters and meaning aims at revealing types of
reactions (concrete jud~ments and action tend~ncies) which ar~
considered individually valid under aspects of contextual
integrity (Lebenswelt).
The main methodical problem here 1S how to measure the
judgments and their assumed validity that actually guide action,
i.e., how to distinguish reason from rationalization. If we
assurne that large parts of everyday behavior is determined not by
thorough reasoning but rather by mere inferences of the intuitively right thing to do, if we further assurne that this also may
hold true for certain kinds of morally relevant behavior, we must
expect that the sheer question "why,t may lead to rhetorical
reasoning - reasoning as if the behavior in quest ion has had a
rational and consistent base (cf. Bubner, 1976). Our interpretative problems can be rnitigated however if we consequently bring
into use the potential of clinical (in-depth) interviewing
technique.
We concentrated our interviews 2 on a particular fac~t of the
moraliife: "wea k norms" and the respective transgressions, which
Nisan calls " pe tty crimes" (Nisan 1984, p. 9). This i.mplies a
twofold specification:
(1) If we rely on the Kantian notion of perfect and imperfect
duties, that has been reintroduced into the developmental debate
by Gertrud Nunner-Winkler (1984), we are concerned with perfect
duties only. Perfeet duties are negatively defined, duties of
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omission, which normally can be ttfollowed strictly be everybody

at aoy time and leeation and with regard to everybody't (NunnerWinkler, '984, p. 349; with reference to Gert,

'973). Imperfect

duties are positively defined, they are duttes of comrnission
(e.g. practicing charity), which give maxims for moral action,
but allow exceptions: you cannat practice charity towards everyODe and at aoy time. KohJberg's approach focuses on principles of
justice, 1.6. reciprocity of rights and duties. If we want to
test the relationship between action tendencies and reasoning
structures assessed in a Kohlbergian way, 1t 1S obviously
preferable (in a pilot study) to feeus on conflicts where a
perfeet duty is at stake.
(2) Once the foeus is on perfpet duties, we have got to be
more preeise as to whieh aspects of the moral life we ~hould
reasonably assess. If we are interested in referring the
judgment-action issue to life practieal involvements (the
contextual horizon diseussed earlier), we should be prepar~d to
find differ~nt features of argumentation and action with respect
to distinct subjects of moral decision. Turiel (1983) offers a
suggestion relevant to this which I find convincing: t1Indeed,
researches could spend many years conducting studies that would
undoubtedly show a high consistency between behavior and verbally
expressed evaluations or judgments ... Consider a few obvious
examples. Suppose a study were designed to deal with the
following specific behaviors: robbing money from a bank, st~aling
mon~y from a friend, killing another person, running over a
person with one's car, driving through red lights, setting fire
to a hause . . . . One can onIy conjecture why these kinds of
studies havp not been conducted. In the first place, there are
logistical problems in systematically observing such behaviors ]n
naturalistic settings. Perhaps just as important the anticipated
results may seem so obvious that, in this sense, the study is
considered a trivial one to conduct. The self-evident nature of
the research sterns frorn the assumption that people's judgrnents da
correspond closely with these behaviors" (pp. 192-93).
We can say that in the eases Turiel mentioned, behavior 15
likely to correlate closely to individuals ' relevant judgments;
in these sense there 15 consistency. However, when we look from a
developmental point of view another kind of ttconsistency" seems
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to be widely missing: the correspondence between moral judgment
maturity and the tendency to act in a moral way. In terms of
practical everyday life there are 00 differences acrOS5 ages and
stages as to these acts. One could argue now, that in the course
of progressing through stages the motivational sources of acting
in a certain way change qualitatively with the transformations cf
the overall reasoning structure. Admitting the fact that the
Kohlberg stages da not discriminate betwe~n action tendencies
relevant here thus would not mean irrelevance of th~ stage model
for explaining behavioT. I am not sure how sat.isfying this

argument really iso Whereas theTe can be no uncertainty abaut the
fact, that the relevant moral principles are reconstructed at
each stage, new understanding of validity and justification must
not necessarily be connected to a reworking of action motives.
Average life does not establish a need to reflect consciously
upon why it is wrong to set fire to houses. It 15 wrong, and intUitively so, for almost everyone. Motivationally, this seems to
be more a matter of early acquired empathy than of stepwise construction of cognitive references. Note, however, that we don't
consider extreme situations here. It is well-known that shift
from life-protecting norms to the order to kill in war times can
be perceived in critically different ways - ways which possibly
reflect not only distinct degrees of empathy arousal, but differences in moral reasoning maturity.
Let us now turn to the scope of perfeet duties Turiel's considerations did not imply, which we find a promising issue for
investigation. Especially noteworthy here are infringements of
property rights by way of either direct theft or fraud (e.g. tax
evasion, deceptive insurance claims, dodging the customs regulations, private telephone calls from work etc.). Surveys show that
more than half of the population in western countries at least
tolerates minor unlawful acts of this kind (see e.g. Rossbroich,
1984). Common evaluative criteria seem to be the apparent fact
that these deeds do not inflict severe harm on concrete others,
that they do not cause damage to the well-being of anyone. Justification strategies imply the reference to white collar
criminality of whole other dimensjons, to organizational calculations balancing this sort of 1055 by regulation of prices and
taxes .
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This 1s the type of transgres~ion we began to study in the
way described above. Sy interviewing people abaut their every day
morality we haped to find illuminating hints to stage related
properties in the domain of moral action. We did not suppose to
find very clearly marked stage differences; it is obvious that a
number of intervening variables will water down correlations. But
still there are definite laws and (in the abstract) widely
accepted narms against these transgressions; so we did expect
differences. We can ooly judge from a small pilot study, but Dur
impression i5: no such thing! We don!t just find every single
subject (ranging from Stage 2 through 5) tolerates " pe tty crimes"

to a degree and that literally everyone has to tell his/her own
adventurous story of experiences in active transgression;
moreover, there is not much indication of significant changes in
justification qualities throughout development, aside from
growing sophistication. The onIy remarkable difference between
subjects reasoning at lower and at higher stages 1S in the
capability of the latter to integrate justification ~trategies
into their more general conception of society. Take for example
the sUbject who excuses evasion of duty by referring to the times
of removal of frontiers and customs-barriers to come in Europe.
Whereas from a certain perspective this class of moral
phenomena fits weIl intra-personal balance models (either of the
traditional social psychological sort or of the more cognitively
oriented type represented by Nisan), from a different angle there
is good reason to suggest a "praxeological" approach in research
and interpretation. I would like to make this plausible by
comparing some aspects of the two approaches:
(1) Nisan's (1984) model implies awareness of the blameworthiness of acts; otherwise there would be no subjective necessity
to balance certain action tendencies against a moral ideal.
However, this does not account for phenomena of shared demoralized practice, where large parts of social interaction are taken
out of moral evaluation. The more distant and anonymous the institutions people have to deal with, the more subjects refuse to
consider these relations in terms of moral duties and responsibilities.
(2) Nisan's model focuses on individual components of moral
"budgets." However, assessing the weight of different courses of
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moral action strongly resorts to patterns of meaning making which
ontogpnetically and situationally are derived from lconscious cr
unconscious) perceptions of the ususl practice (as opposed to
mediated reflections on practice; cf. Bourdieu, 1979) of soeial
ioteraetion. Thus the "get-it-while-you-can l l mentality cannat be

explained by individual pathology alone; we also have to pay
attention to it5 sociological counterparts constituting features
cf demoralization and segmentation.
(3) Starting from dialectical Lebenswelt-aspects permits
consistent interpretation of findings on the important role of
"concernedness." Rest (1984a) suggests "that the comprehension of
justice concepts is not tantamount to using them to define what
is morally right l l (p. 34) and introduces a utilizer/nonutilizer
distinction. The fact that whoever is concerned by a moral
conflict is more sensitive to the obligations and costs implied
(Däbert & Nunner-Winkler, 1984) indicates that processes of moral
balancing presumably will include more than a weighting of
justice claims and personal interests, but rather will affect
one's identity balancing in pertaining to the compl~x w~aving of
cultural motives one is tied into, of behavioral habits and
gpneral patterns of social interpretation. For example, 1n a
study with farming apprentices (cf. Schläfli, 1981, for a summary
report) a very strong tendency of this kind were found wh~n
discussing the issue of using chemical aids in agriculture and
stock-breeding. Intra-personal differences in moral judgment
level were also found when dilemmas with distinct closen~ss to
the subjects' lives were introduced (BauJTlgartner, 1981; cf. Oser
& Althof, 1984); but 1 don't think this is the whole story.
Context-relatedness tends to activate an evaluative frame of
reference which is constituted amidst life practice and which
only incidentally is the same particular frame utilized in
reasoning about clear and weighty justice conflicts.
It should be clear by now why 1 doubt the immediate significance of Kohlberg's stages for pr~dictjng action in the
discussed "spheres" of moraliife. 1 fee 1 in accordance with Jim
Rest's attempt to deal with the judgment-action relationship in
his four-component-model (Rest, 1984a,b). Rest accepts the not ion
of universal features in moral reasoning, but he suggests that
moral reasoning structure is not the only and possibly not even
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the main determinant of moral action, and that theTe is 00
univariate relationship between judgment and action. Whereas
Restls model cautiously refrains from strang explanation claims
however, my consideration results in stranger, though still
speculative, assertions. I believe theTe are life-practical ioterweavings which typically accounts for rule-conformity in the
"sphere" discussed first and for active and/or passive

demoralization with regard to weak Darms. However, theTe may be a
zone of blending and historical transition, in which the binding
(moral) character of certain concrete Darms becomes dubious and
gradually gets lost. Thus some subject's defense is not false
from the start. We unduly moralize acts which have no moral
quality but solely concern matters of societal or interpersonal
regulation. But it is one thing, to quest i on the binding nature
of the norms we addressed, and something else, to categorically
presuppose the merely personal character of the respective action
decisions.
Evidently my discussion did not encompass all morally
relevant behavior. When I introduce the term (moral) "life
spheres" (or, with another emphasis, normative express ions of
life spheres) I neither imply distinct sectors of society or
social life nor a distinct logical or ethical status of each of
the conceivable spheres. Rather, the term "sphere" refers to
different types of situation and respective normative implications one may encounter. The division tries to allow for what I
believe are distinct (although connected and overlapping) systems
of evaluation for different constellations of moral claims,
personal needs and life-practical patterns of social understanding (Habitus in Bourdieu's terminology). I am quite sure that
there are other "sp heres" where (because of this individualenvironment dialectic, and not in spite of it) structural
properties of reasoning will show through rather clearly on the
action dimension. I guess this will be the case whenever concernedness is more typical than exceptional and whenever there is a
genuine option for deli berate decision. Perception of this option
and action choice will, I assume, vary in a structure-related way
in communicative or cooperative dealings with concrete persons,
in attempts to participate in (exercise an influence on) central
societal decision making proce~5es or institutions, including the
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issue of civil disobedience Helen Weinreich-Haste's paper is
concerned wi th.

Notes

2

This paper considerably extends Fritz Oser's and mine
presentation at the Konstanz conference. It draws heavily on
ideas of Detlef Garz (1984), without claiming that it actually
represents his ideas in a way he would find appropriate.
Actually Detlef Garz conducted the interviews. A detailed
Teport of this study is in preparation (Garz, 1985).
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S3

Change

Development? A Comparison of Two Paradigms
of Viewing the Outcomes of Education

OL

Georg Lind

In this paper I shall try 0 explain why there is a gap between
the expe tations on erning he ocializa ion effects of
universi y and the r spective empiri al findings.
On he basis of ommon sen e, many people would expec that
university or college education should "make a differen e" not
only in regard to pe °alized vocational skills but also
generall y, °n regard to su h supra-vo at ional "skills" a
cri ical hinking, judgmenr ability, and social responsibility.
Contrary to thOs normative expectation, however, resear h on the
impa t of ollege and un"versity ha come to h
onclu5ion that
universi y socialization ha no ffe
on a quiring su h skoJls,
or at least no general and lasting effect.
Two ba i ally differen ex~lanatio s for his gab eem
po 5ible: Either univer "ty edu ation in fac fa"]s to rea h j s
pro laimed aims or the "un iversity-makes-no-d'fference" finding
·5 due to our inab"lity
0 actually "see" tho e supra-voca io al
effects, ° .e., "t results from short oming of the oncep 5 a d
instruments whi h are employed i most of these studies. The
first exulana ion can only be conte ted indire tly, e.g. by
providOng a measurement me hodology which improves our ability to
assess the effects of socialization. If the results still remain
the same we would then have 0 a ept as a ma ter of fa t tha
univers"ty duca ion fail
0 rea h i s aims. However, °f we
ould demonstrate a general ocialOzation effe ts of university
edu ation when u ing better methods, we ould refu e the impli it
assumptions of the resear h methods which have produced the e
"no-difference" finding .
It seems indeed that h
on epts of attitude and atti ude
change, whi h are the ore con ppt of impa t of ollege
resear h, have been defined too narrowly as to be able to
adequately assess su h effect of university education. Without a
doub, h development of la si al atti ude tests represented a
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major ~tep forward in impact-of-college research (Feldman &
Newcomb, 1970; Cloetta, 1975), primarily because in comparison to
casuistic research such tests are more tran~parent and applicable
to large scale surveys. This means they are objective and can be
easily criticized - and improved. However, thc classical concepts
of attitude and attitude change delimit thc Dossible Qutcomes of
socialization in tWQ ways, (1) in regard to thc evaluative aspect
of attitudes and (2) In regard to those attitudes which differentiate amang persons. In doing so, attitude research igoores a
cent Tal aspect of educational outcoffies, namely thc cognitive
aspect of attitudes and its structural transformation. Consequently. this approach reduces the process of socialization to
one-dimensional changes in affective magnitudes. That is, the
process of socialization is perceived only in the narrow
categorles of either "adaptation l l or "deviation."
The cognitive-developmental approach (see, e.g. Kohlberg,
1973) offers a conceptual and methodological alternative for
higher education research. From this point of view, the general,
democratizing effect of university education is conceived of, and
assessed as, the development of both affective and cognitive
aspects of personality. Accordingly, the effects of socialization
are not reduced to changes in affective magnitudes but are
construed as more complex processes of integration and differentiation. By viewing the process of socialization through the
wider conceptual "lens" of cognitive developmental theory we are
able to "see " effects of university education which have hitherto
been invisible to the researcher. From this point of view we have
obtained indications of a sequential, irreversible deve]opment of
supra-vocational competences in university students even in using
classical attitude research. On this basis we conclude that,
contrary to the findings of classical attitude res~arch,
university education in fact facilitates, or ~ven stimulates, the
development of moral and democratic competences of students in
general .
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Socialization as 'Attitude Change'

Until recently. the concept of attitude has predominated In
research on the effects of university socialization (for
extensive ref~rence5 cf. Lind, 1985a). This proposition is not
invalidated by the fact that ooly a few studies cantain an
explicit definition of theiT research subject. Their theoretical
assumptions cao ooly be perceived in theiT concrete research
methods which define in operational terms the constructs beiog
employed. TheTe are many variants in research methods. However,
there are some core features of attitude testing which are common
to nearly allstudies and which are based on classical testing
theory. This makes it possible to speak of a unique paradigm: the
"classical attitude concept." The concept and its measurement
contain, as we will see below, certain psychological assumptions
about the nature of the human mind. The central question is thus
whether these assumptions are compatible with the research
hypotheses which they are being used to test.
One major focus of research into university socialization
deals with its hypothesized democratizing effect, i .e., with the
democratic personality it is supoosed to shaoe. This includes
attributes such as innovative competence. critical judgment
ability, moral autonomy. willingness to assume social responsibility, and general liberal attitudes. Of particular interest
in research has been the dimension of "conservatism," which is
considered to be a kind of antipode to the democratic attitudes
(liberalism) exppcted of university and college graduates (cf.
Cloetta. 1975). The hypothesis to be tested is: Is the university
capable of instilling democratic attitudes in the student? Or is
it appropriate to resign ourselves to the conclusion that the
university has no or no lasting influence on attitude chan~e?
Up until now research results seem to have been surprisingly
clear - and negative. When asked what college does for the
individual, the college researcher Theodore Newcomb (1974)
answered: "Frankly, very little that is demonstrable" (p. 73).
The findings of impact-of-college research confirm this
conclusion insofar as they are concerned with the prediction of
non-vocational effects of college education. With ooly a few
exceptions, research either does not show any of the anticipated
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attitude changes cr it shows that such changes are revised again
either at the end cf college studies or in the initial phase cf
the individuals' professionallife.
If one considers the democratizing effect in particular, some
consistent changes were observed in the first yeaTs cf study.
According to Feldman and Newcomb (1970) and other surveys in this
field theTe is a 51ight but general turning away from conservative, authoritarian, non-democratic attitudes during the college
years. This trend could also be shown in an extensive longitudinal study carried out by the research Droject ItTeachf'TS '
Attitudes 11 (Cloetta. 1975; Dann et al., 1978). Students who were
studying to become elementary and sf'condary school teachers
developed increasingly democratie (liberal) attitudes during
their studies. However, in this and in other studies it was also
shown that the demoeratizing effeet again abated at the end of
college and in the initial phase of starting work. The authors
refer to a ltpractiee shoek," whieh eancels out the effect of
college.
Problems of Interpretation
Must we then repudiate the idea that college graduates gain
supra-voeational abilities? Are the findings so evident that one
can consider colleges and universities to be ineffective 10
fostering democratic eompetenees? We will see that these
quest ions ean in 00 way be answered with an unambiguous "yes. 1I
First of all, these findings are influenced by the methods used
and hence are theory-impregnated interpretations which are
debatable. Of course, these findings are not produeed completely
independent of reality, however, they are restricted through the
methods of assessment and data evaluation. Therefore, because no
effect of higher education was ascertained does not necessarily
mean that there was no effeet.
Indeed the findings of attitude research give rise to several
problems of interpretation. Concept and measurement of attitudes
has long been criticized. There have been attempts to find a
satisfactory explanation for empirical findin~s by introducing
auxiliary assumptions without abandoning the classical attitude
paradigm. As far as we can see, however, most of these attempts
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have created new, unsolved problems. FOT example, to salve the
reliability-change dilemma, the suggestion was made to require
not ooly the stability cf attitude scores (more exactly: their
rank order for all persons in a group studied), but also the
stability cf change rates (i.e., to determine 11 re liable tt types cf
changes). However, since both demands contradict each other,
attitude scales that meet the new criterion would have to be
eliminated according to the old criterion and vice versa. This
dilemma is especially evident in the conservatism scores which
have a comparatively high level cf rank reliability, however,
whose reliability cf change is on the average elose to zero (for
a summary cf findings, see Figure 3 in Lind, 1985a).
Equally paradoxical are praetieal suggestions assoeiated with
this interpretative framework. If one retains the attitude
paradigm, one would have to demand that the soeialisand adapt to
democratic values and at the same time res ist them (see Fend,
1971). Many authors then evade normative quest ions and hesitate
to precisely determine the direetion and inteosity of the
attitude which is required to achieve the goal of socialization.
To understand these paradoxes and ambiguities it seems neeessary
to revisit the classical concept and method of attitude research
more thoroughly.
Critique of Attitude Concept and Measurement
An "attit.ude" is defined as the "degree of positive or negative
affect associated with same psychological object" (Thurstone).

This definition is the starting point and a basic part of most
methods of attitude measurement (cf. Seott, 1968), even if same
researchers do not strictly adhere to it and include in their
attitude scales, in addition to affective statements, purely
descriptive ones. Thus, in classical terms attitudes are distinguished ooly by their direetion and by their inteosity. This
already creates a problem. If attitudes can ooly be either
positive or negative, there is no conceptual tool for distinguishing between average, neutral, or cognitiv~ly differentiated
attitudes. When a person ~ets a medium score on an attitude
scale, our interpretation must remain ambivalent because it could
always mean that he or she either has (a) 00 attitude, (b) a con-
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flicting attitude, cr (e) a highly differentiated attitude (cf.
Shaw & Wright, 1967, pp. 7ff). Neutral answers are considered uninteresting, cr as the expression of a tendency on the part of
the subject to hide his cr her attitude. Within the framework cf
this paradigm the resp-archer therefore attempts to force the
subjects to express an attitude by "forced choice items."

Furthermore, in attitudes trsting it is implipd that the affective tendencies under investigation. are in one way cr another
characteristic for everyone. Classical attitude measurement 1S
based on testing gTaups of people instead of individuals. A
" re liable" and Itvalid" attitude measurement is ooly spaken of
when the subjects of a particular group under study meet two requirements: (a) the subjects must differ considerably from one
another regarding the direction and intensity of this attitude:
"The object of attiude must be controversial in the investigated
group" (Cloetta, 1975, p. 37). (b) At the same time, however, the
subjects must be similar to one another in regard to their attitude structure, i.e., the particular attitude must be present in
all persons and must determine the same set of responses to the
same degree. A violation of any of these assumptions leads to
charges that the research instrument is tr unre ] iable" and "invalid. 1I Thus paradoxically, in the moment in which the group's
attitudes become either similar in direction and intensity or
structurally heterogeneous, the particular "attitude " disappear5
or become5 inaccessible. Attitudes common to all m~mbers of a
group and attitudes associated with individually varying forms of
cognitive structure are eliminated from the analysis allegedly on
the grounds of purely methodological criteria, even though these
attitudes are essential to the socialization process.
However, in focusing on the affective componpnts of attitudes
(direction and intensity), psychology limits itself to cases
where the attitude in quest ion is already completely integrated
but is at the same time not yet differentiated according to
higher values and ideas. This occurs rarely and, therefore, is
only of limited interest. If taken seriously, these assumptions
would prevent all attitudes from being tested, since there i5
nary an instrument of attitude measurement that achieves "reliabilit y l l or II validit y " indexes which agree perfectly with the
basic model. Moreover, because they are restricted to affective
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aspects, the effects of socialization are limited to simple, ooedimensional changes in the affective components of attitudes.
Thi5 elimination reduces the process of university socialization
to a mere contrast between deviation from, and conformity with,
given narms.
Wh at can be done? If one keeps the attitude paradigm, one
could simply admit nonconformists behavioT as a necessary element
of socialization. That would necessarily lead to successful 50cialization beiog defined both 85 adaptation and as deviation and
would thus broaden the re alm of desirable educational effects so
much that ooly trivial expectations could be derived from 1t:
they would be fulfilled anyway to begin with. However, if one
defines the area of desirable socialization results to be the
narrow, almost imaginary margin between conformity and autonomy,
then this margin becomes, as Fend (197', p. 39) pointed out,
" very narrow, possibly too narrow to at all be examined empiritI

eall y.

The dilemma of socialization research is thus plain to see:
The things that we can study with the concept of attitude allow
socialization theory to formulate only empirically empty hypotheses, and the things we really want to examine lie outside its
conceptualization. Thus, the simplicity and explicitness of the
attitude concept indeed tlrender its inadequacies obviouS ll (Scott,
1968, p. 208). Its major inadequacy is its failure to account for
the structural aspect of attitud~s in addition to the affective
aspect. This should imply that neither the behavioral structure
of a particular group of subjects nor a specific kind of behavioral content (so-called "cogn itive beliefs") are separate
from affective content. Rather, the structural aspect refers to
the relational properties of an individual's responses, properties which are ontologically inseparable from the affective
aspects. This 'Inon-separability-axiom" and its implications for
research and oractice I have outlined on several occasions; for a
recent treatment cf. Lind (198Sc).
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Socialization as Moral-Cognitlve Development
With their methodical elaboration of the coneept cf cognitivemoral development, Lawrence Kohlberg and William Perry have
introduced a new approach to research on higher education which
has acted as an alternative to the classical paradi~m of attitude
change. Aside from its sometimes fashionable use, the term "development 11 provides an al ternati ve conceptual and methodologi cal

framework for the study of socialization processes in the
following respects:
- Indlviduality. The sUbject of the analysis cf moral
competence is above all the individual as weIl as the structure
of his behavior and judgment, and not a comparison of persons In
a group in regard to isolated character variables. Thus the
assessment methods which are based on this approach assure that
the traits of an individual are defined independently of other
individuals in a group.
- Manifest judgment behavior. Moral attitudes are conceived
of as the content and structure of a person's manifest judgment
behavior rather than as a hidden, or "latent," trait. Competence
1n moral judgment can only be observed in the concrete
interaction of a person with his or her environment. In terms of
psychological assessment i t is "a construct rather than an
inference, and 1S warranted only on the grounds of 'intelligible'
ordering of the manifest items l l (Kohlberg, 1979, p. 14).
- Affect and cognition. In contrast to the classical theory
of attitude and the multi-component theory of attitude (cf.
Rosenberg & Hovland, 1963), the cognitive theory of development
insists that "a moral act or attitude cannot be defined either by
purely 'cognitive ' or by purely 'motivational' criteria"
tKohlberg, 1958, p. 16). Incomplete integration of behavior in a
normative orientation as weIl as a highly differentiated value
posture are not, as in the attitude paradigm, indiscriminately
designated as "inconsistencies. 1I Accordingly, we do not attribute
"unreliability" to the measuring instrument. Instead we
understand it to be at least partly an expression of the
cognitive aspect of judgment behavior (cf. Lind, 1985b).
- Development. With the dual concept of affective-cognitive
personality traits, it is possible to conceptualize socialization
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within the wider framework of a developmental theory. "Develop-

ment" is defined as "changes in the form cf reorganization cf
responses over time as contras ted with the change in the strength
cr accuracy of the responses ... Thus, the developmentalist
foctises upan structural changes in the response'! eZigler, 1963,
p. 345). These structural cr cognitive changes of an individual's

attitude system are integration and differentiation.
This wider concept cf structural change al10ws us to present
the rale of the university in the educational process in a more
adequate way. Socialization is not, as the theories cf adaptation
assume, simply a change in behavior due to altered environmental
conditions. but rather a differentiation and hierarchical integrati.on of attitudes and norms as a consequence of the "interaction between the structure of the organism and the structure
of environment" (Kohlberg, 1969, p. 348). In regard to the area
of social-moral abilities, development is a process of continual
transformation of individuals ' moral-cognitive systems.
The Two-Sided Process of Development
The two above-mentional paradigms of simple c hange and structural change or "development 11 can be compared empirically in
regard to different hypotheses about the course and result of
university socialization. As we have seen, the most important
difference consists in the fact that, in addition to a change in
d1rection and intensity, the idea of development also implies a
structural change of an individual's attitude system. Development
is thus to be regarded as an integral, two-dimensional change
that cannot be reduced to only one dimension tor two ontolo~i
cally separate dimensions) of change without the 1055 of essential information.
The position of cognitive-developmental theory can be illustrated in the concept of the "conservative attitude," which as
we noted above is generally viewed as a central indicator for the
democratizing effect of college education. Whereas the classical
attitude theory despicts socialization one dimensionally as the
acquisition and 1055 of "affective quantities '1 in time, the developmental model also takes into account the cognitivestructural dimension. In such a two-dimensional developmental
lI

ll

I
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model, phases of integration and differentiation cao also be distinguished, in addition to changes in direction and intensity.
Using this conceptual framework, we may hypothesize that
attitudes in people undergo a developmental process. As lang as
the individual has not yet (not even unconsciously) developed a
concept of llconservatism," he cr she will not be able to respond
consistently to conservative cr progressive statements. The
scientifically construed concept of "conservatismll is not yet
"represented Tl in the iod i vidual and thus not measurable by an
conservatism scale. Ooly as the person becomes more and more
acquainted with this concept will he cr she res pond with
increasing consistency (whether positively or negatively) to conservative statements - som~thing that we call the rtphase of integration. 1l Only after this takes place will the attitude of conservatism become measurabl~.
In a second phase. the same statements are no longer judged
solely according to this ODe category. but also in regard to
ether judgment criteria which compete with it or even cancel it
out. In this phase of attitude differentiation we can observe an
increasing preoccupation with context, which leads to a greater
distrust of general statements ("slogans'I). On the surface, i.e.
in regard to the criteria of cla~sical attitude testing, the
attitude behavior again be comes Ilinconsistent" or "unreliable
and thus non-measurable. However, whereas in the beginning inconsistency means lack of judgment competence, it can later be
evidence of a highly developed cognitive structure.
This Iltwo-sided" development process of integration and differentiation implied by cognitive-developmental theory is
contrasted with the one-dimensional process of "change" in the
two-dimensional process diagram in Figure 1.
rt
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Flgure 1

Development versus Change. Scematic Projection of the AffectiveCognitive Development of an Attitude (a) Onto a One-Dimensional,
and lb) Onto a Two-Dimensional Space of Change
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We expect to abtain firm evidence for one cr the other based on
findings from the longitudinalstudies on university socialization which we are carrying out in order to clarify this question.
The research that has been carried out up to now, however, offers
important indications which al ready rnake an empirieal contrast of
the two paradigms possible. Three sources are at our disposal:
(a) Traditional attitude studies, insofar as their results indieate that eognitive processes are involved in socialization, (b)
cognitive-developmental research by Kohlberg and his collaborators and Ce) initial findings of our own ongoing study.
The findings of this research are summarized in detail in
Lind l198Sa). Regardless of the type of study, all data unanimously indicate that, in addition to a change in direction and
intensity of affective reactions during the course of socializa-
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tion, dramatic transformations take pI ace regarding the cognitive
aspects of the individual's attitude system. The gystem of
attitudes, values, and Darms becomes more integrated and differentiated, implying that the affective tendencies (as measured
by an attitude test) undergo a transformation of meaning, i.8.
that even when students hold the same attitude toward democracy
and democratic institutions at thc beginning and at the end of
university study this attitude means something quite different
each time.

Conclusion
Thus attitudes and their development cannat be adequately understood when we concentrate ooly on the affective aspect of judgment behavior, or when we conceive the cognitive aspect just as
an entity that is separate from its affective content. Hitherto
supra-professional out comes of college and university socializati on - such as critical rationality, sense of responsibility, and
democratic orientations - have been mostly classified as
"affecti ve" goals and contras ted wi th l l cogn i ti ve" goals of
education such as vocational qualifications or general belief.
However, as we have argued elsewhere (see Lind, 1985c) this ontological separation of the two basic aspects of human behavior
is inadmissable. So-called "affective" attitudes have their own
cognitive structure which is distinquishable but not separable
from their affective contents. Thus both the affective and the
cognitive aspects of attitudes have to be researched as a whole.
This conceptual problem has significant consequences for the
methods and results of socialization research. Whereas in the
research on the basis of classical attitude research - which
reduces attitudes to its affective aspects - no general supraprofessional outcome of higher education could be detected, the
more comprehensive cognitive-structural approach makes discernible the transformation of students' personalities as could be
expected from the educatjonal goals that the university sets for
itself. The university apparently contributes its share to the
evolution of the individual personality, and thus also to the
evolution of social forms of existence, although this may be
viewed as not enough in view of the social problems which the
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university graduates will be faced when taking over responsible
positions in OUT society.
From this findiog we can conclude that even for "initial
purposes " i t is not advisable to canfine research to Itvarying

degrees of favorableness and unfavorableness " and thus discard
the structure of attitudes, as eminent scholars have su~gested,
but to acknowledge structural change cr development. Cognitivedevelopmental theory and research has provided methods with which
one can assess such a reordering and reorganization of individual
attitude systems in the course of the socialization process but
which are not as eleaT cut and 85 suitable for large scale research as are classical attitudes tests. Dur research demonstrates that the assessment of structural change is indeed not
bound to interview methods but can also make use of attitude
measurement if, however, this is adequately designed and interpreted .

Note
The research reported herein has been supported by the Deutsche
Forschun~sgemeinschaft as part of the longitudinal research
proJectÜnlversity Socialization " at the University of Konstanz.
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Level of Moral Judgment and Political Attitudes of Adolescents
Ralf Briechle

In the following contribution we shall present theoretical and
empirical results which were obtained within the scope of the
pro ject ItEntwi.cklung im Jugendalter 11 ("Development in Adolescence rt) which i5 supported by the "Deutsche Forschungsgemein schaft" (DFG) and directed by Helmut Fend. The general topic of

this longitudinal project deals with the development of 50cial
competence and self-competence and with their promotive cr
obstructive soeie-cultural canditions as weIl as their consequences. The project concentrates on the adolescent phase of 12
to 16 year eId youth. Approximately 2,000 adolescents from both
urban and rural areas in Hessen were submitted to a longitudinal
inquiry and were questioned in classes at school between 1979 and
1983, mainly by means of fully standardized questionnaires.
The Problem

Since the publication of the study of Haan et al. in 1968,
dealing with the level of moral judgment of adolescents within
the scope of the students ' protest movement, one may find in both
American and German literature much evidence for the connection
between level of moral judgment (see Kohlberg) and political
attitudes (among others Haan et a1. 1968; Ackermann, 1976;
Keniston, '969; Fishkin et a1., 1973; Ijzendoorn, 1979) which,
however, has not yet been satisfactorily explained.
A1though connections between moral level and structural
components of the political development of competences (showing
social-cognitive degrees of developmentJ can be theoretically anticipated from the outset within Kohlberg's approach - and thus
could be convincingly demonstrated (Tapp & Kohlberg, 1971,
Adelson, 1971; Furth, 1978; Merelman, 1971) - it appears that
possible connections between political attitudes and moral stage
are in this theory more difficult to interpret .
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A central question within the scope of the analysis of
possible connections between level of moral judgment and
political attitudes leads us back to the problem of ascertaining
whether - and occ35ional1y how - philosophical and Dolitical representations of values are apart of Kohlberg's moral philosophy
and of his stage description. Kohlberg et al. (1983) make clear
in their discussion with Sullivan (1977) that Kohlberg's theory
is much indebted to a liberal tradition of thinking and thus
reters to such philosophical approaches as the "contrat 50cial'I
and the emphasis of human rights, as weIl as to the nation of the
rational human being. This very tradition is also reflected in
Kohlberg's early stage definitions. Kohlberg hirnself has corne to
admit that such aspects as those concerning both structure and
contents are confounded in his stage definitions of moral stages
(Kohlberg, 1958) and the research based on the 1958 method of
scoring moral reasoning tsummarized in Kohlberg, 1969) assessed
stages in terms of chosen content. From this, structure was
inferred as an ideal type which connected the normative content
favored by the stage. Thus, our earlier stage definitions and
assessment procedures partially confounded content and form 1l
(Kohlberg et al., 1983, p. 42).
Even on the basis of the reviewed stage criteria, one would
have to expect connections between political attitudes and moral
stage in the cases where an interfering variable influences both
dimensions. Such a background variable for moral judgment and
political attltudes could be, among other things, the cognitive
level or the educational level of the individual. (see e.g. Rest,
1979; Kaase, 1976).
There is yet another logical connection between level of
moral judgment and political attitudes which i5 little dealt with
in books, if not completely overlooked: Politics as weIl as
morals refer to the question of equality and justice. Thus,
claims, such as equality of rights for women at work, workers '
co-partnership, protection of the interests of rninorities,
tolerance with regards to other races or religions, are all
themes which are tackled in both fields. Thus it is clear that due to the common cognitive basis and the partly common topic there is a connection between moral level and political attitudes
and this is irrespective of contents .

II
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This test (Briechle, 1981) consists of a standardized questionnaire meant as a survey of the level of moral judgment of
adolescents between the age of 12 and 16. It comprisps 20 moral
arguments and 5 degrees of moral judgment according to Kohlberg
and proposes a dilemma connected with the everyday life of the
pupils: The pupil must choose between either lying to the teacher
in a given situation in order to prevent one of his class-mates
from stayi.ng down l "pro 11 decision J er else refusing to help by
being sincere wi th the teacher ("eon tl decision). Depending on

this decision, various moral judgments are submitted to the
adolescents.
Resul ts

According to US, the conneetion which we would establish on
several occasions between moral stage and political attitudes
(which refer to the nations of equality and authority 1S to be
explained as fallows: The cognitive competences determine the
socio-cognitive competences which, in turn, determine political
attitudes. In the path-model represented in Pigure 1 we check up
on our assumptions by means of the indicators for cognitive and
socio-cognitive competences and political attitudes which are at
our disposal. In particular, it appears that socio-cognitive competences are closely connected with authoritarian and/or
egalitarian attitudes, whereas in the same model connections
between cognitive indicators of competence and political
attitudes obviously come into existence through the sociocognitive aspects of competence. The path running from the
cognitive competences to the political attitudes should actually
be neglected (i.e. while taking the socio-cognitive competence
indicators into consideration) since the beta-coefficients are
too low.
Altogether, the coefficients given in Figure 1 confirm empirically the plausibility of our structure model.
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Figure 1
Path-Model for Author"tarian or Egal"taria A "tudes of
Adole en
(la h grade, 15-16 years, N = 1435,
beta-coefficients)

Educational
level

Moral
level

.36,--

~

Political Attitudes and Level of Moral Judgment
We proceeded from the fact that, a we expected, adolescents at a
different moral stage should also show d"fferences in relation to
uch political attitudes as tho e wh'ch bring to ffect norms of
equality and justice. We a sume now, from these g neral expe tations, that adolescents at a higher moral stage should also
differ from one anotber a far as their attitude towards
democracy i concerned.
Figure 2 shows that both pre-conventional and conventional
adolescents differ from one another (thi sy tematically and ea h
time in the expected direction) in relation to their poljtical
attitude towards various topic . Conventional adolesc nt are
more criti al in the'r judgment of our socie y as far as the
actual application of the equality of opportunities and the
judgment of individuals according to their capacity is concerned;
they would rather demonstrate or protest aga'ns armament (w"thin
the scope of the pacifist movementJ or the building of new
nuclear power plants and show more involvement for the equality
of women at work, demand more often equal oppor unities in
edu ation for all pupil .
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On all but one s"ngle topic (namely the equality of opportunities ·n education) the differen es be ween pre- onven 'onal
and conventional adol sc nts (determined by means of the h'square-test) are highly significant of the 1\ level. Altogether,
onventional adolesce t turn out to be more
al, more
w"lling to protest and more oriented toward
of equality
than pre- onventional youth (this within the scope of the abovementioned topics).
F' gure 2
Attitude Towards Political Aspec 5 of Equality and Justice Among
Adoles ents with Different Moral Levels (10th ~rade, 15-16 years)
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We hall now analyze in what way the de ision con erning the
d'lemma (within the cope of the preferen e test) is conne ted
with both Dolitical attitude and readjness to protest. Different
deci on with regard to tbe moral dilemma we m ntioned earlier
also imply different political opinions; subsequently, adoles-
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cents who favor sin er"ty w"th heir t a her are les willing to
protest than those who would lie. In conform'ty with the results
of Haan, Ken" ton and other ,adolescent (9th grade, a~ed 14) a
a po t-conventional moral stage would seem to be mor will"ng to
protest than conventional or pre- onventional adoles ents.
One aspect bears par " ular importan e as far a the po tconvent"onal group i
on erned ( f. Figure 3): depending on
their decision in relation to the moral dilemma, the adolescents
would show extreme d"fferences in their behavior in the ase of
demon tration organized against the expansion of an a"rport.
Whereas 30,6% of th pup'ls who favor sin erity would take part
in such demonstrat'ons (which ould eventually lead to clashes
between demonstrators and the pol'ce), 54,4% of he pupils who
wou d support their las -mate, ay hey would ake part in su h
action 5 •
Figure 3
Read'ness 0 Protest and Moral Level of Judgment "n Oe isions
Eitber for Solidarity with Classmates (Pro) or Sincerity with
Teachers (Con) (9th grade, 14 year , N = 66, per entages).
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The same structure applies to the oroblem of squatting. As a
conclusion, post-conventional adolescents who adopt the principle
of sincerity are less likely to take part in demonstrations which
either violate existing laws cr imply the u~e of violence. Within
the Kohlberg tradition, the reasons for these differences in the
decision on a moral dilemma have been insufficiently investigated.

Summary
We tried, in the first place to explain theoretically the connections existing between both moral level of judgment (according to
Kohlberg) and political attitudes (liberalism, conservatism,
etc.) which have been established by various authoTs. According
to us, the common topic of moral and political statements,
together with the cognitive level (i.p. education), plays a major
role within the scope of the comprehension of these correlations;
in both fields, namely moral and politics, the notions of
equality and justice are actualized. Moreover, Kohlberg's early
stage definitions show aspects of contents which are in no
neutral relationship with liberal and conservative attitudes.
Thus, logical correlations on the one hand and correlations
determined by definitions on the other are to be found between
moral level and (given) political attitudes, the latter being
however since, 1978 no longer included in Kohlberg's modified
stage definitions.
The second part of this paper illustrates empirical results
concerning the question of the possible connections between the
level of moral judgment and political attitudes. The most evident
connections are to be found between moral stage and (sociocognitive) political aspects of competence; quite important
positive correlations also exist with regard to critical forms of
political attitude which concentrate on the domains of social
equality and justice. On the contrary, both concrete political
behavior as weIl as aspects of motivation (political involvement
or ioterest) playa secondary role.
Conventional or post-conventional adolescents lstage 3 to 5)
are characterized not only by a higher stage of political
competence, but also by a stronger support for the equality of
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warnen at work, for more partlclpation of the workers in
industrial affairs and for equal opportunities in education. Such
a political attitude also implies a greateT readiness to protest.
These adolescents, at a higher moral stage, are more likely to
take part in demonstrations cr similar actions against the
deployment of more missiles and against the planning of further
nuclear power plants.
The decision opted for in relation to the moral dilemma (see
preference test), together with level of moral judgment (as a
sociocognitive variable), happens to be a major factaT for the
prognostic of political attitudes: thus, peer-oriented adolescents display other forms of readiness to protest than those who
wou1d opt for sincerity.
The level of moral judgment of adolescents (measured by means
of the preference test MUP) emerges as a significant factor for
the prognostic of political attitudes relating to norms of
equality and justice.
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Is

Kohlber~'s

'Principled'

~oral

Reasoning

a Deve]opmental Myth?
Ian Vine

Despite widesprpad criticisms cf his theory cf moral development,
Kohlberg continups to claim that he has identified an invariant
and ideology-free sequence of cognitive-structural levels and
stages, by which the individual reaches maturity of rational
moral judgment (Kohlberg, Levine & Hewer, 1983a). His major
reaetion to a variety of objections has been to revise the
scoring system used to assess responses to the moral dilemmas
presented in the Moral Judgment Interview (MJI). One consequence
has been that Stage 6 - the fully equilibrated end-point of
structural advances during development of mora] thought - has
become so empirically elusive as not to figure within the current
Standard Form scorinq system (Kohlber~, Colby, Gibbs, SpeicherDubin & Power, 1977).

Much of the controversy has centered upon the final 'posteonventional' or 'prineipled' level, at which universal moral
rights, duties, and principles of justice are held to take
precedenee over the aetual narms af one's saciety. Although this
level is now only represented empirical]y by Sta~e 5 - whieh i5
acknow]edged as being attained anIy during adulthood and by a
small minority - Kohlberg insist5 that it 15 a 'hard' or
Piagetian struetura] shift towards greater moral rationality. In
contrast, I shall argue that both the empirieal and theoretical
support for this claim are unpersuasive. On the ooe hand, the
capacity to give Stage 5 answers in the MJI need not signify the
genuinely impartial and fully universalized moral thinking that
Kohlberg purports to measure. On the other hand, Stage 5 cannot
convincingly be seen as a 'natural' advance upon the 'conventional' morality of Sta~e 4, once 50cia1 and motivational influenee5
upon moral discourse and commitment are admitted and Kohlberg'5
individuali5m and rationalism are challenged.
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The Empirical Standing of

Sta~e

5

1t 15 now accepted that eaTlier scoring criteria ~av~ many
subject5 spuriously high scores, mis-classified as StaAes 5 and
6. Uotil such data 1.5 reassessed it cannot be used to support
claims about the 'principled' level of moral reasoning. Very
1itt1e data based upon the new system has been reported as yet;
but it i5 rleaT that even partial performance at Stage 5 lS rare:
"8 subjects in the United States

18 kibbutz founders in

Israel ... 1 subject in Turkey
and 3 kibbutz youth"
(Kohlberg, Snarey & Reimer, 1983b, p. 22). Wer. i t not for the
kibbutz founders, it might seem that "those socio-environmental

canditions that impede cr faci1itate the emer~ence of principled
reasoDing" (Kohlberg et al., 1983a, p. 199) are such as virtually
to preclude the attainment of Stage 5 outside the USA. Yet
Kohlberg confidently rejects any suggestion that th~ ~tage has he
deri nes i t. mi ght "simpl y pxpress Western val ups " (p. 202).
Elsewhere I have reviewed the evidence from cr05s-cultural
research in s.ome detail (Vine, 1984a), concluding, that cultural
bias cannot be ru]ed out from either the definition or measurement of Kohlbergian mora] maturity - particularly at the postconventional level. It apoears that Sta~e 5 is only readily
attained amon~ groups most likely to have bepn influpnced by
Western ideologies - particularly liberalism - through higher
education and privileged social positions. In the ab~ence of good
evidence for Stage 5 scores amongs.t non-Westernized persons,
Kohlberg cannot claim to have shown empirically that it i5 the
one universally valid, structura1 advance upon conventional moral
reasoning.
In any case, there are serious flaws in the nature of the MJI
dilemmas. Neither these, nor their 'probe' questions, are ab]e to
assess moral ethnocentrism which involves departures from
strictly imoartial and fu]ly universalized judgments. YeT
Kohlberg (e.g. 1977, Part I) makesit clear that, at least with
regard to the most basic rights like 1ife and 1iberty, Sta~e 5
moralists must uohold their orinciples even when these conf]ict
with in-~roup 10ya1ties. On1y the most strongly orejudiced
subjects are likely to revea) spontaneously durin~ the MJI that
they are respondin~ with just a restricted ~roup of moral equals
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~ind.

Failure to check for ethnocentrisffi in an explicit way

may weIl mean that same subjects are scored as

Sta~e

5 inap-

propriately. Indeed, this methodological omission may call ioto
question the strangest cross-cultural data in favour of Sta~e 5 namely that from Israeli kibbutz founders and youth. As I argue
elsewhere, an ideological commitment to Zionism must make it
extremely difficult for a Jew to avoid ethnocentric preferences
which milltate against truly equal consideration of Jewish and
Arab interests. Stage 5 principles may be verbally espoused in
all sincerity; but if this is done with only a limited moral
in-group in mind, that ought to disqualify the person from being
scored as Stage S. Unresolved doubts on this score must thus
leave some uncertainty about the frequency with which kibbutzniks
show true Stage 5 reasoning (Vine, '9S4b).
The same ambiguity arises when we consider the other major
empirical problem which Kohlberg neglects to take seriou~ly and
check for - that of {alse responding. Hopefully, Maehiavellians
who simply lfake ~OOd' to produce socially desirab]e re~oonsps
have been rare amon~st subjects of Kohlbergian research. But only
an irreversible change in basic cognitive structures would
preclude being able to view moral issues from a 'principled'
perspective while failing to adoot that mode of thought in onels
Qwn practical reasoninq. 1t begs the qupstion just to assume that
because Stage 5 is a 'hard' one this is impossible, and thus that
deceptive attempts to simulate such answers would be evident to
MJI scores. In aoy case, self-deception can be expected to bridge
the extremes of conseious and unconseious rhetorical moralizing
which departs from the authentie expression of onels actual moral
commitments. Self-deeeotion may playa much more substantial role
in our everyday moral evaluations than we like to think, as it
can both protect self-esteem and facilitate deceiving others to
avoid moral blame (Vine, '9S3a). Habitual self-deception - say,
concerning one's latent moral ethnocentrism - may weIl mean that
some subjects qive answers which are undeservedly seored as Stage
5.

As soon as questions are raised about the authentieity of
Stage 5 diseourse, it be comes clear that theTe is a fundamental
conceptual issue over which KohIber~ is ambivalent, if not
actually inconsistent. This concerns the substance of his stages
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- cr wh at it actually means to be 'at ' a given stage. I shall
argue that once this ambiguity 1S clarifipd in such a way as to
make the theory properly coherent, it becomes clear that Stage 5
cannot possibly be a 'harrt' Piagetian one if 1t refers to
prescriptive commitments.
The Theoretical Nature of Stage 5
A Piagetian developmpntal stage must represent same irreversible
transformation of a cognitive structure. And for Kohlberg's
theory the structures are "modes of mora] judgment ... cr
decision l l (Kohlberg et aI., 1977, Part I, p. 6). These judgments

refer in turn to "prescriptive valuing of the 50cial1y good and
right" (p. 10). In exolaining discTPpancif>s betwef'n moral

judgment and action, he has recently distinguished prpscriptions
of the form 'x ought to be done' from those which gay 'I ought to
do X' - which he identifies as jud~ments of personal responsibility, likely to genpratp an intpntion to act unlpss non-moral
factors intervene (Kohl berg et al., 1983a). Bur. it. is evident
that each type of judgment prpsupposes or embodips moral
motivation, which I shall refer to as general commitment and
active commitment respectively. To act in accordance with one's
principles in a given situat.ion. onp must make an active
commitment. At Stage 5 this entails upholdin~ personally a
general commitmpnt to universalized individual rights and
justice.
Although Kohlberg defines his 'principled ' level in terms of
making Darticular commitments, he has ~iven no adequate ac count
of how they are made or acquirp t.he prescriptive force that can
motivate action. He appears to be forced to rely upon the hi~h1y
problematic assumption that reasoning can in itself yield a sense
of obli~ation to other persons, rather than buildin~ upon prepxisting socia1 sympathies (Vine, 1983b). This t.heorptical
weakness is constantly obscured by the fact that he confounds
procedural reasonin~ from premises to conclusions with judgments
or decisions, and with commitments or prescriptive beliefs. Thus
he does not consistent.ly distinguish between understanding a
principle, or being cognitively competent at making inferences
from it, and bein~ personally committed to it. But in strict
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terms moral reasoning concerns only processes of inference from
moral premises to cooclu51005, whether cr not there 1S aoy
personal general commitment to those premises. Prescriptive cooclusions remain simply hypothetical unless commitment is present
- and only then to they become moral judgments in a categorical
sense.

Of course 10 the MJI sUbjects are asked to make iudgments,
and these are presumed to Teflect authentie general commitments.
How verbal prescriptions are justified with reference to the
latter will determine which stage they are a5si~ned to. But in
that case it must be the form of reasoning which specifies the
stage. Kohlberg gives us 00 reason to expect that the underlying
cognitive structures and process~s of a given stage will be any
different jf actual commjtment is or is not Dre~ent. And he
ronstantly insists that 'hard t stages, in contrast to 'soft'
ones, must be purely cognitive in nature. In that case they must
be stages of reasoning rather than of judgments; and the
Machiavellian who produces insincere Stage 5 pseudo-jud~ments
must be deemed just as mature in cognitiv~ terms as the authentie
Stage 5 moralist. So long as persons whose actual commitments
consciously or unconsciously fall short of Stage 5 principles can
reason exactly as if they held them, there can be no theoretical
warrant for denying them Stage 5 status. If Kohlberg doe5 iosist
UDon defining a stage in terms of authentie judgments, this must
take it beyond the Piagetian paradi~m into the realm of
affeetive, existential, ego-involved, 'soft' stages.
A Functionalist Approach to 'Principled' Discourse
There may be a distinctive type of cognitive structure that i5
a5sociated with compet~nce for post-cooventional moral reasoning,
and meets Piagetian criteria. If so ther~ is room for considerable dispute about whether it5 form is 5p~rific to valups of
justice and ri~hts, instead of more collectivist va]ues (Vin~,
1984a). But in any case, research with the MJI cannot settle this
question, as it does not properly explore reasoning of the latt~r
kind. And formal operations reasoning of any tyoe is highly
abstract, and geared to utilizing hypothetical premises 1n
ar~ument.
Moreover, general moral principles like those invoked
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at Stage 5 are necessarily vague ones. So even if persans onIy
capable of conventional reasoning u5ual1y an~wer MJI qupstions in
elose accordance with thelr actual moral commitments, the same
may not be true of post-conventional subjects. With a morality cf
abstract principles it will be that much easier to claim mora]
commitments, and deploy them log1ca]}y in argument, without even
realizing that they are not In fact held in a fully authentie
way. In particular, it will be that much easier to fail to
recognize when self-interest leads to thern beiog applied 10
distorted and selective fashion. Verbal moralization may express
general commitments, yet be motivated by desires for 50eial
approval cr other personal or in-~roup ~ains. and it may be easy
to disguise the fact that they are at variance with one's selfprescriptive active commitments, and so are inauthentic in a
second sense.
The primary 50cia1 funetion of verbal mora1ization is a
persuasive one, and ideally it minimizes potential social disruptions that wou1d be caused by unre~u1ated pursuit of individuals l
desires (Vine, 1983b). But it ean be used as a "weapon of
intergroup conflict l l (Breakwell, 1983, p. 243). Shared in-grau?
codes stren~then collective identity - but can also support the
denigration of out-groups with different codes. And moral
rhetoric which invokes more inclusive principles may be almost
the only defence which Dowerless persans have if powerful on es
violate their interests. The appeal of Stage 5 justice-and-ri~hts
rhetoric is important in this resoeet, as it defines the moral
in-group within which life and liberty must be upheld impartially
as including all human beings - including oneself.
A simplified model of how moralization whieh takes a Sta~e 5
form could ga in currency within modern liberal democracies can
finally be outlined, without making the dubious assumptions
required by Kohlberg's own analysis. For many purposes the
'ruling class' of a Iarge, complex, hierarehically stratified
society can be regarded as an elite, or in-~rouD of leaders with
disproportionate power (Parry, 1969). Their persuasive moralization direction at the lower classes of their society will
predominantly be couched in Stage 3 or 4 rationalistic terms. It
may be consciously sincere; but in fact they stand to make disproportionate personal gains from the sacrifices which others
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make 'in the national inteTest', so thpy have a powerful
non-moral inducement to promote these. However, their power 1S
largely contingent upon the co-operation of sub-elite groups predominantly administrative and managerial, professional
specialists whosp 10ya]ty to the 50c1a] system 1S vital.
Yet that 10yalty mayaiso bp fragile, as the sub-elite must
be highly educated and 1S likely to develop the formal capacity
fOT postconventional moral reasoning. 1t5 members will also often
be privy to the exploitative and self-serving activities of the
elite, and thus aware cf discrepancies between its moral rhetoric
and 1t5 practice. Some, as a result of atypieal socializ3tion
conditions which are as yet poorly undprstood, may develop
genuinely principled commitments, extPndin~ aspects of conventional morality in the direction of liberal or even ~ocialist
ideals. But most, having attainpd their social position through a
competitive strugglp for self-advancement, will be more likely to
develop inauthentic liberal 'principles.' Stage 5 morality is
well-suited for self-dpceived or cynical selective usa~e, when
one stands to gain personally from its application to situations
in which one's own position is inequ;table. Because it can outbid the spurious rhetoric of the elite, an insistence on
individual rights and justice can help the sub-elite to protect
and advance its own interests - backpd by the unstatpd threat of
withdrawal of co-operation with the elite. And of course the
elite itself will be obliged to adopt the same mode of moral
discourse in some contexts, whether or not members acquire any
degree of general or active commitment to its principles.
The model indicates, in outl;ne, how we mi~ht explain the
general pattern of results suggested by the Kohlbergian data on
the social distribution of Stage 5 scores, as measured by
responses to MJI dilemmas - without assuming that it is a 'hard'
stage.
IE coming to espouse a morality of abstract principles of
rights and justice, at least in rhetorical discourse, depends
upon exposure to liberal ideology and upon one's social position
- rather than just achieving cognitive sophistication in
procedural reasoning about moral issues - then major social
changes are likely to be required before universal attainment of
Stage 5 morality is feasible. And whether it, rather than a more
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collectivist morality. is ethically superior 1S a highly (00troversial matter. But in either easp, if our concern 15 with
authentie mora] commitments rather than the capacity for rhetorie. it seems likely that modes of social organization involving
the division of humanity into classes and nation-states must be
inimical to the development of truly universalized moral commitments. These are issues which moral educatoTs can avoid, so lang
as they are ooly concerned with factors which promote the formal
reasoning skills required for princioled thought. But whether we
attain real commitments to such moralities must surely deoend
upan how society structures our 50cial identifications and
relationships, and thus constrain~ our so~ial sympathies and
loyalties.
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Cross-Cultural Research on Moral Reasoning and Stage 5:
Comments on lan Vine's Paper
Uwe P. Gielf'n

At the heart of Kohlberg's theory of moral thinking is his
cooteotioo that moral judgments and reasonin~ structures can be
ordered in a universal develoDmental sequence of preconventional,
conventional and principled levels. In part, this sequenc~ is
said to reflect an underlying developmental logic cf differentiation, integration and hierarchical subordination of earlier
sta~es and levels. This logic may be traced out regardless of the
empirical existence of the stages. But Kohlberg also claims that
ontogenetic development everywhere follows his postulated
sequence. ran's paper attacks bath claims made for his principled
stages, with specific reference to Stage S. If Ian's criticisms
are correet, an important part of Kohlberg's theory would have to
be reformulated or replaced.
ran's paper outlines three major arguments that appear to me
to be distinct from each other, if not contradictory. First, he
claims that Stage 5 is a developmental myth lacking empirical
cross-cultural verification. Subsequently, he submits that often
Stage 5 statements are consciously or unconsciousl y "faked lt and,
finally, he proposes that privileged minorities in modern,
liberal societies are most likely to engage in Stage 5 discourse
land the faking thereof). Yet, if Stage 5 is so very rarely
produced in interviews, how cao it be so easily and frequently
faked?
This paper addresses itself initially to some cross-cultural
work on Kohlberg's theory. Subsequently, it will touch upon same
of the broader issues that are implied, but not always clearly
raised by Ian's remarks on faking. To gain a better understandin~
of his point of view, references are made to his work on crosscultural research lVine, in press) and on political uses of Kohlbergi an mora] rhetoric (Vi ne, '984).
My own cross-cultural research has attempted to investigate
sociomoral and religious conceptions in the Tibetan culture of
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Ladakh (India). affiong the

Garina~u

cf Belize (Gielen & Johnston,

1984; Gielen et al. , 1984), Halt i (Gielen, 1983), Trinidad, Ger-

many (Gielen, in press) and the USA. Ooly a very limited amount
of this work has 50 far been publishpd in detail, but my experiences in mainstream Western cultures (Germany, USA), hybrid
African-Western cultures lBeliz~. Haiti, Trinidad) and in one
truly Non-Western cuItuTe (Ladakh) have led me to theoretical and
methodological positions quite different from many critics of
Kohlberg's theory Ci.e., Sullivan, 1977; Vine, in press). The

crittes often assert that Kohlberg's theory refleets ethnocentric
bias because it takes "the rationalisti<', individualistic,
'liberal-democratic' values of the white, male, American intellectual a5 distinctively "mature" (Vine, in press) and because it
uses Western testing procedures inappropriately in non-Western
societies unused to these testing procedures. I will call this
general "suspicion" (it really is no more than that) potential
for methodological and theoretical imperialism in develapmental
appraaches.
ßecause of space limitations, I will use only one examole to
suggest how vague and misleading such general criticism can
become, and to suggest that the critics often lack first hand
experience with relevant cross-cultural research. The example is
taken from my use of the farnaus Heinz dilemma in a small Haitian
village. For the illiterate. desperately paar respondents (both
warnen and men). this dilemma was far more realistic and "ecologically vali.d" than it has been for my German or American middle
class respondents. The large majority of Haitian villagers firmly
rejected stealing as a valid alternative in the Heinz dilemma,
though in a comparable, real life situation it would have been 1n
thejr (or their wife's) "naked self-interest." to steal. Most
Haitian villagers apparently reasoned at Stages 2 and (early) 3
(see also White, 1984). In real life, stealing in the villages
occurred fairly infrequently, especially given the extreme needfulness of the villagers. For the Ladakhi villagers. the
(adopted) Heinz dilemma was much ]e55 reali5t.ic because in Ladakh
the story's doctor-druggist would in real life tyoically be hard
pressed to sustain his greed in the face of community and
religious disapproval. Yet the Ladakhis were quite able ad willing to reason about stealing, the value of life, punishment,
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ete. Since they life in a firmly Buddhist society, the value cf
life was quite saljent to them. Some advocated stealing in the
dilemma, ethers did not. In real life, stealing was said to be
extremely rare in Ladakh's villages. Mora) judgment scores varied
between Sta~es 1-3, and warnen received higher scores that did
men.
These as weIl as many ether experiences have led to the
following conclusions concerning Kohlberg's methods and theories
that are at variance with those of lan and other critics. (1) It
makes little difference whether members of a given society are
"test-wise,r cr not. Almost none of my more than 190 respondents
in Belize, Haiti, and Ladakh had ever been interviewed befaTe,
yet most cf thern readily reason~d and judged in response to
various dilemmas or other open-ended questions. Personality
[aetors such as shyness, the atmosphere surrounding the interview, etc., are more important than the degree of Westernization
on the part of respondents, their exposure to testing, etc. (2)
Same dilemmas used by Kohlberg and others may be more realistic
in same semi-Western or non-Western cultures than in same Western
cultures. New dilemmas appropriate to a given culture can readily
be developed. The usefulness of the dilemmas and related methodologies varies in response to specific cultural and personal circumstances. l2) The common]y drawn distinction between Western
and non-Western cultures is misleading for moral judgment
research. Moral judgment scores are much more influenced by the
complexity and institutional integration of societies, by educational levels and by the influence of rigorous ethical systems,
(i.e., Confucianism) than by degrees of Westernization
(Elfenbein, 1973). (4) There are 00 general, cross-culturally
stable structural sex differences, nor is Kohlberg's thpory
simply a '~ale,r theory. For example, numerous studies using the
DIT show either no sex differences or small sex differences
favoring females as lang as males and females are equated for age
and education (Thomal, 1984). (5) In the moral judgment literature tao much cancern is shown for structural considerations and
tao little attention is paid to content and function. (Perhaps,
Ian would agree to this?) (6) Relationships between structures,
content and behaviors outside the testing situations are cornplex,
often non-obvious, and perhaps Quite different frorn what is now
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imagined. For instance. in my research, Ladakhi villagers were
more likely to advocate stealing in the Heinz dilemma than were
Haitian villagersj yet in real life the Ladakhis apparently stole
less frequently. Such complexities mayaiso be expected to make
their appearance with principled subjects. Such complexities may
also be expected to make their appearance with orincipled subjects. ran's assumption that Stage 5 resDondents should consistently show aetual commitment to universalized moral prescriptions in almest all situations seem to me to be quite unrealistic, nor is it demanded by Kohlberg's theory. (7) Postconventional thinking 1S very rare and probably appears in most cases ooly
under the following conditions: a) Most individuals exhibiting
principled reasoning live in a structurally complex society; b)
they have attained formal schooling at least through late adolescence whether it be "Western" or not; c) they exhibit high level
formal or post-formal operations (Commons et a1., 1984); d) they
display ideo1ogica1 awareness and have been exposed to competing.
complex value systems; e) they have been exposed to highJy
generalized and abstract role taking opportunities and have
acquired corresponding eompetences.
Kohlberg's characterization of Stage 5 may in fact be
incomp1ete or even misleading in same ways. One mi~ht expeet this
because a) his data base for higher sta~es 15 insufficient; b) at
higher stages, culture and society and mind interpenetrate in
especially complex ways; and c) higher stages are inherently more
complex and difficult to understand than are lower stages (Rest,
1979). However, while Kohlberg's delineation of Stage 5 may be in
need of revision and more detailed specification, Ian's deeision
to completely dismiss evidence from the more than 500 OlT studies
and the earlier interview studies appears to be arbitrary. FOT
instance, in same OlT studies. respondents such as conscientious
objectors. moral philosoohers, political scient1sts, and others,
received average P-scores (princioled choices) of 60 and higher.
While the OlT employs more lenient definitions of principled
stages than does the revised Colby et al. scoring system, and
while recognition data yield higher stage estimates than da
production data, these results are not insignificant for a
discussion of the nature of principled thinkin~. Such data are
comoatible with Kohlberg's Platonic theorizing and may imply that
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intuitions abaut and preferences for orincipled thinking are
ratheT camman, though a full understanding of and consistent
commitment to principled mora] decisions may be quite rare. Data
from the DIT and other 50urcps su~gest that the search for a more
precise and comprehensive delineation of principled modes cf
thinking may ultimately be successful.
Ian's camments regarding the functional use of Stage 5
discourse and the relationships between reasoning, judging,
commitment and action are far too extensive to receive an
adequate response here, but same short summary questions may be
raised abaut his arguments: Cl) Where are all those tlStage 5

reasoners" he so freely speculates abaut? If it'so easy to
present oneself (for what~ver reasons) a5 a fully principled
person, why are th~re so very few respondents receiving Stage 5
scores in the new interview procedure? (2) lan is far too ready
to include rhetorical and other usages of the language of human
rights, dignity, freedom, etc. in the Stage 5 category. Consistent Stage 5 scores in interviews are assigned to the few who
consistently employ principled reasoning in response to specific
moral action dilemmas and in response to extensive follow-up
questions, not to the many who selectively use politicized code
words and phrases whenever convenient. (3) Why does lan expect
closer links between moral reasoning and commitment at lower
stages rather than at higher stages when the (admittedly sparse)
evidence shows just the opposite pattern (Blasi, 1980j Kohlberg &
Candee, 1984j Gielen, in press)? (4) There is a consistent disregard for the competence-performance distinction in his paper.
Perhaps a parallel from Piagetian theory may be appropriate here.
Persons fully capable of formal operations will spend much of
their days employing very little of it. The competence probably
comes into play ooly when necessary, and even then a given person
will often fail to use it! Similarly, a person capable of
principled thinking will apply little of it much of the time,
because it 1S not necessary to do so. In addition, one may fail
to use it because of ego-defensive reasons, emotional or situatiooal pressures, etc. The same is equally a5 true for other
stages of moral thought, if not more so. Kohlberg probably
overestimates the pervasiveness of his stage structures and underestimates the degre~ of compartmentalization or segmentation
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occurring in moral thinking at any stage. While this limits the
scope of his theory, it does not make it invalid. (5) Each stage
may lead to potential blindnesses cr "moral perversions,"
especially when a person ]5 under cultural, political, economic
and 5ituatiooal pressures. At Stage 5, for instance, a person may
limit his cr her rale taking to those with whom she cr he
imagines to have a social contract, leading sometimes to ethnocentrism, disregard for the life of animals, ete. Politically
motivated discourse may then act as a veil for moral actors.
Kohlberg's theory has a distinctively idealistic and
ItApollonian" cast with it5 emphasis on balance, rationality,
order and restraint. His version of the social contract has lost
the themes of pervasive gr~ed, power and violence that characterized Hobbes l version of the social contract. Ian's paper goes
back to a long tradition of European pessimism and scepticism
(Machiavelli, Hobbes, Marx, Freud, Pareto, Foucault). This
tradition may serve a5 a necessary and useful counterpoint to
the excessively optimistic and rationalistic oreoccupations of
formalist philosophers and psychologists. What this tradition
lacks at present is a convincing methodology for the investigation of the darker side of human life.
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Public Bads, Moral Judgments and Expectations of Future:
The Case cf the New 80cia1 Movements in Germany

Lucian Kern, Heinz-Ulrich Kohl & Hans-Georg Räder

Introduction
Drawing on survey data from Germany and arguments from 50c1a1
choice theory, we propose to take a fresh look at the rise cf
50cia1 movements as exemplified by the emergence cf the New
Social Movements (NSM), e.g. the peace movement cr the ec010gica1
movement.
Our thesis starts with the observation that public choice
theory explains the continued existence cf 50c1a1 movements
al ready established, but not why the movements have arisen. We
then analyze the rise of 50cia1 movements in analogy to the
creatien cf public goods as a Prisoner's Dilemma (PD) oroblem.
The conclusion is that social movements will not arise if thp individuals follow their myopie interests, viz. choose the dominant
strategy in the PD game. But, following Sen, we argue that the
co-operative solution to the PD problem may weIl be achieved if
the persons involved follow a moral rule. This establishes the
hypothesis that co-operative behavior, leading to the rise of
social movements, will depend on the strength of individual moral
v~ews.

We have used Kohlberg's level of moral reasoning as an
instrument to measure strength of individual moral views. This
has meant an adaptation of the Kohlbergian instrument in order to
make it applicable to survey data.
In this context we additionally introduce a variable which we
have called 'prosocial behavior' and which supplements the moral
judgment by adding the element of positive action towards social
ends. In a sense one may interpret it as a measure of altruism.
We hypothesize that people scoring high on 'orosocial behavior'
will be more likely to co-operate in PD-like situations.
A high level of individual moral reasoning and/or a high
score on 'prosocial behavior' is necessary for co-operative
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behavior in PD-like situations. But it is not necessary and
sufficient. We have to take iota aecount another variable, viz.
the utility difference between the co-operative and the non-cooperative solution to the PD problem, which in Dur ease means the
difference between the existence and the non-existence of some
social movement (considered to be conducive to the removal of
specific puhlte bads). Now, it is known from experimental game
theory, that the higher the difference (in terms of payoffs to
the players), the more probable it 1S that the persons involved
will behave co-operatively. A good indicator for a growing
difference, which also points to the salience of a PD problem,
seems to be the growing pessimism about future deve]opments in
highly industrialized societies (especially with respect to the
spreading of public bads such as environmental pollution). Hence
our hypothesis: the more pessimistic the view, the more cooperative the behavior.
Drawing on the results of an earlier study, we then argue
that the NSM in Germany can be analyzed in terms of the shift
from the formerly prevailing paradigm of distribution, viz. the
economic growth option, to the paradigm of life-style, viz. the
ecology option. Being the most general description of problems
dealt with by the NSM. we hypothesize that adherence to the
paradigms will separate supporters of the NSM (co-operators) from
indifferents and opponents (free riders and others).
Prisoners' Dilemma
Riker and Ordeshook have convincingly argued, that the problem of
supplying a publie good basically is a PD problem. This applies
also to soeial movements. AS5umin~ that the public good in
question has a positive value to each of the persons involved and
that the value ean be expressed as payoffs in a PD game with
a ~ b ~ c ~ d, then the 2-person version of the game (which can
be easily extended to an-person version) has the following
payoff matrix:

I

9S

C

NC

C

b,b

d,a

NC

a,d

c,c

2

If f is the co-operative strategy of contributjn~ to the supply
of the public good cr the emergence of thc social movement and Ne
thc non-ca-operative strategy of not contributing, it i5 easily
seen, that thc publte good will not be suppli~d (ar thc social
movement will not pmerge), since for both players, 1 and 2, Ne is
thc dominant strategy, because it guar an tees a high~r payaff irrespective of the otherls chaice of strategy. Hence, thc outcome
will be (e,e), which 1S parete-inferior to (b,b).
Thus, thc explanation of thc emergence of social movements
must be sought elsewhere. According to our hypothescs we argue
that thc rise of thc NSM will depend, among others, on thc
following variables: individual level of moral reasoning, prosocial behavior, pessimism about future development and
acceptance of specific political paradigms.

Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: The higher the level of moral reasoning a
person can be associated with, the more likely he (or she) is to
co-operate in PD-like situations.
Hypothesis 2: The higher a person scores on the variable
'prosocial behavior,' the more likely it is that he/she cooperates in PD-like situations.
Hypothesis 3: The more pessimistic the individual image of
the future implying the enduring existence of public bads, the
more likely it is that individuals will co-operate in order to
remove the bads.
Hypothesis 4: The more a person accepts the paradigm of lifestyle and rejects the paradigm of distribution, the more likely
he/she is to co-operate in the NSM.
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The Opera ionalizat'on
We hav~ operationalized co-operative and free riding behavior
w h regard 0 the SM in the following way:

Question
SM*

Quest'on:
Activity

Rejection of 'classical ' and rightist interest aroups
YES
NO
Identification with
one or more NSM

No sympathy
for NSM

Active or poten ial- Not active in
ly ac ive in NSM
NSM

Not acti ve in
NSM

Active in
political
or social
groups

ot active
in groups

Readiness for
ac ivity
Types:

Sympathy for one
or more NSM

Not
active
in
groups

Not active
in groups

YES

ACTIVISTS

YES

POTENTIAL SYMPATHIZERS
ACTIVISTS

Redefinition In erms of public
COOPERATORS
FREE RIDERS

YES

NO

INDIFF- APATHEERENTS TICS
hoice theory:

OTHERS

Recognit'o
of problem

YES

YES

NO

Activity

YES

NO

NO

*Itern l'st: Peace movement) an i-nu lear power plant movement)
e ologlcal movement, womenls liberation mov men , groups
initiating alternative ways of life (for example agricul ural
communes)) a tivists groups of union memb rs, groups active]y
e gaged for the interests of industry) anti-communis front or
comparable groups) 'Foreigner Out -movements.
Respondents were asked to rat movements on he list 0 the
following s ale: (1) I belong to this group/ I a t in the same
way (identifi a ion), (2) I don't belong 0 this group, but I
agree with them (sympathy), (3) I am not interested in this
group/ Makes 0 difference to me (no sympathy)) (4) I don't like
this group (rejection/ no sympathy), (5) I am 5 rongly opposed to
this group (rejection/ no sympathy), (6) Don't know/Never heard
of this group (no sympathy).
I
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Empirical Results

Table 1:

Moral Judgment of Different Groups (cf. text)

Level cf Moral

Judgment
Pre-conventional
Conventional
Post-conventional
Separate

Total
n
Column

Pet.

Cooperators

Pree

Sum

Others

Rj ders

26.9
22.0
49.3
1.8

13.6
37.9
46.4
2 .1

26.7
48.0
22.8
2.5

17 .5
37 . 1
43.2
2.2

100.0
81
14 .7

100.0
390
70.0

100.0
85
15.3

100.0
556
100.0

Missing: 13. Chi 2 : 29.3 (6 df), .l'. : .001.

fable 2:

Pro-social BehavioT

Lev€'l cf
approval

Low
Medium

High
Total
n
Column Pet.

ütheTS

Sum

32.3
43.6
24 . 1

65.5
23.7
10.8

34.4
39.3
26.3

100.0
392
69.9

100.0
88
15.6

100.0
561
100.0

Coope>rators

Free
Riders

11 .2
35.9
52.9
100.0
81
14 .5

Missing: 8 persons. Chi 2 : 75.8 (4 df), .l'.: .001.
Pearson's R : 0.34, p : .001.
*Low level: 0 to 4 out cf 9 examples implying pro50cial behavior
were approved cf by respondents (reaction to item: Ir would act
in the same wayt). Medium level: 5 to 7 out cf 9 examples were
approved cf. High level: 8 to 9 out cf 9 examples were approved

of.
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Table 3:

Expectations cf Future

t::xpectations·

Cooperators

Free

Others

Sum

Riders

Relati vel y

optimistic
Pessimistic
Very pessimistic

Total
n
Column Pet.

7.5
54.2
38.3

24.4
43.1
32.5

35.2
47.3
17 . 5

24.3
45.3
30.4

100.0
39
13.0

100.0
202
68.0

100.0
56
19.0

100.0
298
100.0

Missing: 271 (qupstion was ooly asked half cf the sarnple).

Chi 2 : 12.4 (4 dfl, ~

=

.01. Pearson's R

=

-0.19, ~

=

.001.

* Relatlvely
.
optimistic: Respondents react

ne~atively toward 1 to
5 out cf 10 examples cf future developments (reaction to items:
'certain' cr 'probable' to negative examples, 'certainly not ' cr
'probahly not' to positive examples). Pessimistic: Negative reactions toward 6 to 8 out cf 10 examples. Very pE"ssimistic:
Negative reaction toward 9 cr all E"xamples.

Table 4:

Political Paradigms

Paradigms*

Distribution
Mixed

Life-Style
Total
n

Column Pet.

Cooperators

Free
Riders

Sum

12.0
19.8
68.2

26.5
27.8
45.7

43.6
29.8
26.6

27.1
26.9
46.0

100.0
80
14 .6

100.0
384
69.9

100.0
85
15 . 5

100.0
549
100.0

Missing persons: 20. Chi2 = 32.9 (4 dfl,
! = -0.24, E = .001.

Pearsonts

Others

~ =

.001.

*Distribution: Statement describing paradigm of distribution is
evaluated 6y respondents more positively than statement
describing paradigm of life-style. Mixed: Paradigm of life-style
is evaluated exactly like paradi~m of distribution. Lire-style:
Paradigm of life-style is evaluated more positively than paradigm
of distribution.
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Hypotheses 2 through 4 are weil corroborated by the data, but not
hypothesis 1. The predicted relation between level cf moral
reasoning and co-operative behavior seems to be disturbed by two
intervening effects: First, among the free riders, there 1S a
subgroup, the tpotential activists' with a much higher percentage
on the post-conventional level than both ro-operators and free
riders (this explains the low difference between co-operators and
free riders on the post-conventional level); second, the
countercurrent tendency at the pre-conventional level ~eems to be
caused by the 'Raskolnikoff syndrome:' people having passed the
conventional level may use the pre-conventional level to express
their protest a~ainst a conventional morality. In sum, there is a
relation between level of moral reasonin~ and co-operative
behavior, but it is more complex than predicted.
Conclusion
Summarizing our results, we think we have uncovered several
important factors which may explain the rjse of social movements,
but which are usually not considered by public choice theory.
These factars are: moral sensitivity together wjth prosocial
behavior, sensitivity to new problems arising in a society and
the awareness that hitherto unquestioned publie goods may turn
into publie bads by the price we have to pay for them.
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Individuality and Conflicts in Comrnitment
Ben Sylvester-Sradley

I.

This chapter is conceived partly as a commentary upen the preceding ODes and partly as a condensation of the paper I read at
Konstanz enti tled "Language and the Dissol ution of ludi viduality.1I My change of title 1.S a consequence of discussions during

the conference. With a closer understanding of the foregoing
papers I now see that I should foeus my remarks more upan the implications of a discuTsive analysis of language fOT the developmallt of individuality than on the characteristics of discuTsive
analysis itself.
My founding argument 1.5 that the maintenance and development
of lim)morality is essentially social not individual in character. Morality centrally involves forms of life which embrace many
persons. Whilst I agree with Tom Wren that "the justificatory
discourse which goes on within the interna I forum of the agent's
conscience" plays an important part in moral life, it must be
recognized that such discourses and fora are processes of social
construction which depend upon the specific circumstances within
which an agent lives and has lived (sep Freud, 1923; Mead, 1934;
Vygotsky, 1978 for classic statements of this argument). I doubt
that "the abili.ty to evaluate desires" (Tom), if this is viewed
solely as an "internal process," is right.ly put at the heart of
morality. It would seem better to focus on the construction of
moral practices, something which may involve the introspective
evaluation of desires but also involves soeial processes of
discussion, joint action, critieism, identification, imitation
and ooposition (abilities which Tom's approach makes marginal).
What is "individuality?" And what is its importanee for discussions of morality? 15 there really a "conflict-free zone"
(Tom's words) at the core of every individual? And, if so, is it
that zone which should provide the foeus for moral psychology?
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I want to approach answers to these quest ions by posing rny
own viewpoint as an argument against Tom's. I choose to da this
advisedlyas I share Tom's centra! concern, his desire to develop
a serious moral psychology. I want to illustrate that more is at
stake in academic proceedings than the demarcation cf theoretical
differences. FOT example. to evaluate the thinkjng which led to
"the construct cf the ego as a conflict-free zone" 1S to elieit a
series cf discourses (traditionally connected sets cf statements)
which have as their objects more important things than the formulatioo cf different research designs cr academic controversies.
And I am not anIy concerned here with the motives for the Americao bowdlerization of conflict from Freud. Thus one can hardly
pay attention to the phrase "conflict-free zone" for long before
realizing its metaphorical dependence on war and, by association,
with nuclear holocausts and all their attendant moral questions,
fears and desires, overt and covert. A "moral psychology" which
does not centrally coneern this and other such social issues is
not worthy of the name (though whether the current boom in experiments on "stress before the holocaust fits this bill is
doubtfulJ.
It is a fact that moral debates tend to become "heat.ed" as
soon as their content changes from the abstract to the concrete,
from eternal virtues to current ones. Political currents are
always implieit in the language philosophers and scientists use.
although their debates can be insulated from the serious
discussion of contentious publie issues. For example. there 1S a
crucial difference between ways of diseussing conseiousness sueh
that one 15 nor is not moved eloser to a resolved view of the
nature of foetal life and its relation to the abortion issue. I
argue that if we are to develop our individualities, our moral
coherenees, as professionals and as domestic people. we must
focus explicitly on publie bads and publie goods.1 As 500n as we
do this, we are faced with lIpros and eons,1I the confliets in artieulations of common sense, without which there would be no
moral problems. The quest ion is whether such conflicts, and confliet always has a moral-political aspect, should be overt or
covert. I argue that it should be overt. that philosophical and
scientifie language should be explicitly committed and exhort.
For example, seientists argue that it is "natural'! for mot.hers to
1l
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be housebound warnen because the psychology of warnen and babies
are evolutionarily designed for such an arrangement. But they
might argue overtly that it is morally preferable for warnen to
mother as this is an arrangement that has worked weIl in the past
and a good way (for men) to avoid domestic obligations. I distrust academic discourses which allow us to ignore cr merely
al lude to such obligations and issues. Moral philosophy should be
concrete, particular and future-looking in its conclusions. The
question is not Lenin'

5

"what is to be done?

11

but wh at 15 to be

done abatit x, y and z? The rale of moral psychology is thus to
describe and define the pub! ie goods and bads

I

!Ix, y and z I
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contents of which are constantly chan~ing.
How are we publicly to account for and evaluate philosophy
and psychology as moral exercises? How are our performances as
MOSAIC members to be judged, by others and by ourselves?
My first criticisms are of my own contribution in Konstanz.
While I stil1 11 want to explore how moral discussions might be
affected by a change from taking individuals as the ultimate
foundation of human subjectivity to considering and sUbjectivity
as non-unitary, non-rational, contradictory and not causai," I no
longer maintain that the primary focus of our attention should be
"discourses" or "discursive practices" (Henriques et al. 1984).
Our focus should rather concern the development of individuali ty 2
and its suppression for economic, military, political, sexual and
other social causes. The main value of the paper I gave in
Konstanz is to summarize the ways in which moral psychologists
are, to use Nietzsche's (1967) idea, "seduced" in their language
"(and the fundamental errors of reason that are petrified in it)
which conceives and misconceives all effects as conditioned by
something that causes effects, by a 'subject' ."
II.

Scientists and philosophers are seduced by language to believe in
an undivided " su bject l l by the equation of the pronoun "I" with
oneness. This assumption leads to wh at has been criticized as
moral individualism (Lukes, 1973; Emler, 1983). Below I discuss
spven key features of individualism.
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(i) The cornerstone of individualism is the assumption that
subjectivity is the quality of individuals who are unitary, identifiable and describable in non-contradictory terms, as having
for example, one personality, ooe intelligence and one sexual
identity. We have already seen that even the moral judgments of
what 1S biologically "the same individual" have contrasting
psychological implications. Fritz Oser and Wolfgang Althof showed
that the same interviewee may respond to the "Heinz" dilemma at
Kohlberg's "Stage fivel! cf moral reasoning and to quest ions abaut.
shop-l ifting at "Stage two." And lan Vine has shown how the same
polit.ician draws on both universalist ("Stage Five") and

nationalist ("Stage Four") reasoning to makE" the same point in
the same speech. And if multiplicity is the rule for peoples'
moral jUdgments, how much more multiple are our plans, desires,
fears, memories and other subjective qualities! Only by positing
the subject as a conflict-free unit ean the eosmos be kept clean
and unpolitical for aeademic philosophers and scientists who wish
to observe and pr on ounce upon it.
Pieture how conflicted may be the ego of the woman who works
as a professional scientist and participates daily in practices
which define heT as ambitious and talented, as the passive object
of male sexual drives, as a(n un)dependable controller of hausehold matters, as the unimaginative drudge who only holds down her
job through long hOUTS of slog and as the flibberty-gibbet with
no serious professional intentions other than to find a man
(Selby. 1984). Picture the egos of fathers who set the highest
store by family life and yet are workobsessed, who believe in
equality for women but never clean the toilet (Holly, 1984). Such
examples eonfirm the view that subjective multiolicity is the
rule for most human beings. But, as I argue further below (v),
this is not to deny that human beings may dislike multiplicity or
that moral development may be correctly conceived as towards
unity and eoherency (though of responsibility and commitm~nt
rather t.han of cognition, see next seetion) (cf. James, 1902).
(ii) Like Helen Weinreich-Haste. I am critical of Kohlberg
who, in the Cartesian tradition, encourages us to conceive of individuality as philosophers like to think of themselves, as essentially reasonable and primarily concerned with thought. This
assumption is the foeus of the psychological critique of philo-
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sophy which Laean (e.g. 1975) has derived from Freud. Emotion and
agency are not merely consequences of cr obstacles to individual
thought, they can be shared and are constitutive of subjectivity.
As the life of aoy saint cr genius will show the test of tru)y
law-abiding citizens is not that they should behave llreasonably"
(which can me an that they should be adult, white, male and, as
John Locke argued. Qwn property; Lukes. 1973).

At Konstanz I argued agaiust wh at Nick Ernler (1983) describes
as the "rationalism" of post-Kohlbergian moral theory on the
grounds "that moral practice is not primarily a phenomenon of
cognition but of motivations to acquire positions of power." In
response to Helen's argument I would now add to this statement
that moral power is exercised responsibly, by commitment.
Discourses are moral in that, whether implieitly or explicitly,
they all depend on commitments to causes or to other people, commitments which can of course conflict. 3 I conclude that an
analytic emphasis on commitment is likely to be more productive
than an analytie emphasis on relations of power, although commitments are clearly expressions of and conducive to exercising
power. Our efforts as moral psychologists must primarily be put
into the explication of otherwise implicit soeial commitments and
responsibilities.
(iii) Perhaps as a consequence of setting so much store by
"sc ientifie methods," many psyehologist appear to assume that individuality or 5ubjeetivity are transparent ("aceessible" in
Tom's paper) to themselves by means of introspection or, at
least, to experts trained in modern techniques of interview, observation and experimentation. The idea is that eertain measurements register the heart or eore of personality, intelligence,
moral "stage" or whatever. The approach I am advoeat iog suggests
that moral psychologists cannot successfully adopt such a cavalier attitude to the 100k 4 of the world, to the eomplexities and
eontradictions of social life or to the difficulties of psychological description. Thus, as Peter Heymans pointed out in
discussion of Fritz Oser and Wolfgang Althof I 5 paper, the lI same l l
soeial event may appear diversely in different descriptions using
different discourses with different moral values. Thus what to
the shop-owner and lawyer is "theft" may be "proletarian shopping" or the "liberation" of expropriated labor to the soeial ist.

I
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Particularly pertinent to Kohlbergian studies cf moral development 1S the problematization cf the relationship between
language and moral significance in this alternative approach.
Language is not simply a passive, methodologically neutral means
cf assessing stages of moral development, as assumed in judging
the rationalizations cf fictional choices made by subjects in
Kohlbergian surveys. The forms cf language in which these choices
are set have particular moral commitments, independently cf aoy
individual reader. Thus the most famatis cf Kohlberg's tests for
judging tl s tages l l of moral development is based on "Heinz's dilemma: 11 whether Heinz should rob a mercenary doctor who refuses hirn

the drug which may eure his wife of her otherwise-fatal illness
because Heinz is unable to raise the large sum of money demanded
by the doetor for the drug. But this story would have different
moral connotations iE it were part of a Marxist analysis of
property or an article in a right-wing newspaper, or if the drug
were to faeilitate an abortion.
A eorollary of this critique of the neutrality of languageuse is that one ean begin to investigate how the same moral
discourse may be related to different moral praetices - how one
may be able to sound good without having good effects
and V1ce
versa. For example, a man with an ailing parent might argue that
she or he should be nursed in his own horne by quoting "honour the
father and mother" whilst assuming his wife should do all the
nurS1ng.
(iv) It is often assumed in discussions of morality that individuals are causally autonomous, the originators of their own
actions and hence completely responsible and accountable for
these actions. For example, the authors of novels are often
viewed as the sole origins of their texts. But, as Marx argued,
although human beings make their own history, they do not make it
in conditions of their own choosing. We are born into a world
whieh exists before us and which no one of us is able to control.
Language and laws pre-exist us, as do opposing discourses.
stylest intellectual contradietions. conflicting industrial
practices, beliefs and soeial structures, racia} and sexual
prejudice, international antipathies and religious differences.
Although I do not think that a de-emphasis of moral agency as
autonomous amounts to "abolishing the whole enterprise of moral
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philosophy" (Tom), such a de-emphasis will inevitably lead to a

recognition of the centrality cf the processes of imitation and
identification in moral life as weIl as the ability to reason. In
this way the appeal cf such books as Thomas and Kempis

1

"The

Imi tation cf Christ 1I (one of the most continuousl y read books
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the world since the fifteenth century) must be seen as central to
the concerns cf moral psychology.
(v) As Lukes (1973) shows, individualism assumes that l'individuals" develop themselves. The full flowering cf human beiog is

achieved through the cultivation and realization of the individual's own personal potential. Thus human development becomes
synonymous with the personal development of individuals, whether
it be through genetieally controlled brain-growth (EysenckJ,
progress through aseries of moral or cognitive "stages l l (KohIberg, Piaget), eight life-erisis (Erikson), or unpredictable existential epiphanies (Sartre).
Moral development or change? The quest ion posed by Georg Lind
about socialization in adulthood cannot be taken too seriously,
although I am not sure that the and thus in his conclusion that
university con tributes its part to the evolution of the
individual personality, and thus also to the evolution of soeial
forms of existenee" should be taken as implying simple eausality.
Change or development? Or both? If sUbjectivity can be multiple it follows that people will change their moral position5
frequently. At one moment they may loftily diseourse upon the
virtues of philosophie detachment and, at the next, snub someone
solelyon grounds of prejudiee. Nevertheless, moral development
may be towards a kind of eoherency-inmultiplicity, a sense of
mission in or reconciliation to one's life, however diverse that
life may be. Such development will not be attained by individuals
in isolation but by mutual influenee amongst peers.
Perhaps, following Melanie Klein's introduction of the word
"position" to replace "stage" in psyehoanalytie theory, we ean
suggest that individuals may hold a variety of moral positions,
positions which are transformed by the ebb and flow of social
movements. A position or commitment should not be $een as a step
on a ladder for ever left behind on the attainment of the next
"stage" in progress towards maturi ty, but as a si te for dramas
which can be variously re-enaeted at any time of life. Then, as
t1
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academics, our quest ion must become not "how da we grade individuals on a moral scale" hut how to develop hortatory descrip-

tions of currently available moral positions cr dramas. The
traditions of feminism, socialism and radical religion provide us
with many examples of such descriptions.
(vi) Iod ividualism assumes that "indi viduals" have and should

have a private existence in an otherwise publ ie world I "an area
within which the jndividual should be left alone by others and
able to think whatever s/he chooses" (Lukes, 1973).

Gilbert Ryle (1949, p. Z9J finds this assumption to be
central to psychology's traditional conception of itself: as
expected to deal wi th "interna!" processes such that the mi od ] 5
taken to be a hidden site within which the most essential aspects
of the 11individual ' s" life take place Ccf. Tom's and Helen's
flow-diagrams of lIinternal processes"). Privacy is al 50 central
to the way many people conceive of morality. Moral dilemmas occur
l1in private,lI particularly for those who have power to affect the
lives of others by their decisions (for civil servants in
Britain, such privacy is enforced by the Official Secrets Act).
One of the most telling feminist critiques of political
practice is summed up in the slogan "the personal is political. 11
For example, Carol Gilligan questions that Gandhi can be taken as
the epitome of the morally developed personality when the
oppressive domestic regime he maintained is considered alongside
his unorthodox political views. Gther feminists have described
how domestic heterosexual arrangements between long-term couples
consistently position women disadvantag~ously to men (e.g.
Hollway, 1984). Thus, because men are given better facilities for
remuneration in modern society, it seems rational and desirable
for women to give up work and care for children in the nuclear
family. Such work shows that "private" conflicts between husband
and wife or adult and child are as much parts of political practices as wars, strikes and insurrections. The women 1s movement
has shown that even the most personal practices are socially
structured in ways of which we can become conscious, which can be
resisted and changed.
(vii) Finally there 15 the tendency for us to write and speak
as if there were a normal, abstract, moral individual which can
be distinguished from the "a bnormal '1 people who need special
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treatment and correction (the poar, the "mentally il1,"
foreigners, warnen, children, ete.).
"According to this conception, individuals are pictured
abstractly as given, with given interests, wants, purposes, needs

ete., while society and the state are pictured as sets of actual
cr possible social arrangements which res pond more cr less
adequately to those individuals' requirements" (Lukes, 1973).

They exist independently cf and prior to any soecific situation.
Such a conception ignores cr views ethnocentrically evidence
of the contemporaneous cultural and sub-cultural differences
between people as weil as evidence of historical changes. It also
neglects evidence from studies of childhood socialization (e.g.
the acquisition of language) which suggests that subjectivity is
socially and circumstantially constituted (Henriques et al.,
1984). We only become persons or individuals insofar as we are
integrated into historically conditioned forms of life which
endow us with the qualities deemed essential to personhood and
being "an individual. 11
III.

What would a truly socialized approach to morality look like? And
where are we most likely to find examples of it?
The nub of my argument is that it is essential for moral
psychologists and ohilosophers to recognize that individualities
are multiple and constituted in conflict. By focusing our
attention on an "individual" which is abstracted from social
conditions, we are able to ignore current moral iS5ues and avoid
stressing the contradictory positions from which people must face
up to their moral dilemmas.
In this context I find it valuable to compare Tom Wren's
viewpoint with the image of morality implicit in social religions
such as "post-Christian" Christianity (Cuoit.t, 1984). It seems to
me that Tom 1s argument that moralit.y lIis a reflexive evaluation
in terms of ideals that articulate the agent 1s deep~st sense of
what is important.'1 leading to the formula "the greatest moral
struggle is that of self-interpretation'l is not only so abstract
as to put the self-evaluations of Jack the ripper in the same
moral bracket as those of Buddha or Christ but inevitably leads
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one to believe that the hallmark of morality is introspection
rather than action. What marks the moral agent are deeds not
self-evaluations. Selves are regulated not simply by introspectioo but by incorporation in a way of life including rituals,
work, practice, heliefs and expectations which are socially
ordained and generatpd. Concern " wi th the congruence between

one's first-order motivational system and some ideal plcture of
how to live t1 (Tom) is not merely an "internal l l physical process

but shared with others who also share cr oppose oDe's "ideal
picture of how to live".
Suppose that "God 11 rather than

ODe' 5

"ego ideal"

j

s. "the surn

of our values, representing to us their ideal uoity. their claims
upon us and their creative power" (Cupitt, 1984). The significant
difference here is that, unlike the "ego ideal", the religious
life is, as Don Cupitt argues, 1n part a constant communal
criticism and reinterpretation of God. Religious, political and
moral values and their regulation of our lives are primarily
social not intrapsychic phenomena. Such values only move and
motivate us because people move and motivate us as we should move
and motivate them.
Whilst I realize that it might be more acceptable in
scientific circles to illustrate my arguments with a rigorous
experiment or two than with reference to religion, a stress on
the social power and potential of religion usefully highlights
much that modern individualistic tendencies lead us to forget.
Religion is or should be centrally concerned with the language in
which we formulate our ideals, the evaluation of desires and
action, the righting of wrongs, "supervenience" (Tom), intervention in conflicts and the contents of human beliefs and actions.
Yet religion is clearly socially conditioned and socially
regulated. It is true that, however poorly articulated, the most
valuable social movements of our time (e.g. the peace movement,
the women's movement) also manifest these concerns. If we, as a
group of psycho]ogists, sociologists and philosophers, da not
then it is time we reappraised our own practice, and tagether,
not just in our heads, which are in any case, veritable Babels of
conflict.
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Here I am challenging the possibility of discussing virtues
and ideals independently from the discussion of social obligations, Tom Wren's most basic assumption.
I use the ward indjviduality to represent what 1S morally
essential to human beings because I feel that it catches the
sense in which each of us can be morally unique.
For example, I am committed to the equalization of power
between the sexes, redressing the abuse of seienee, disestablishing the Church of England and ending colonialism although
I am certain to have other commitments, at least unconsciously. which conflict with my furtherance cf these causes.
This is a cryptic reference to Lacan's "la stade du miroir"
and stress on the centrality of narcissism to human subjectivity. Appearances have positive values in their own rights
and are not simply veils to be torn away in the search for
essences (Sylvester-Bradley, 1984).
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Ethics 1n the Global Crisis
Reinhard Hesse

We are living in an exceptional time 10 world history: unexpectedly. the thousand-year old question as to the ultimate goal of
human endeavor has received an answer that is as remorseless as
it is banal. Perversely eoough, through the possibility of total
atomic self-destruction that has existed for the last two decades
ethies has for the first time been placed in the "agreeable"
position of beiog able to formulate it5 questions (and to a
certain extent also it5 answers) in the form of an irresistible
argument, i.e. one capable of finding universal consensus. The
rationalistically disguised fetishism which long viewed science
and technology as ends in themselves ha~ ereated a situation in
whieh the end of mankind is not only an aeute possibility, but
even a probability. And, above and beyond all ideology, there 15
for the first time an objectively valid common goalshared by all
people: to preserve life on earth. Only after this has bepn accomplished can man earry on with his multifarious attempts to
define the "how" of living and to search for the individual and
culturally specific content which gives life its broader meaning.
The ultimate goal of all people is thus to seeure human survival;
this is something that can be easily formulated and understood.
Answers can now be formulated clearly and understandably for all
people, and the methods needed to gradually realize this goal are
simple to stioulate (successive elimination of nuclear weapons,
reduction of the civilian use of atomic energy, management of
depletable natural resources ete.).
Until now, Kant's basic ethical question of "what should I
dol' has either been answered in formal terms by constructing
systems of ethical rules or in terms of content by justifying
values. In doing so, the decision for or against the one or the
other of these two pos5ibilitie5 and for or against particular
ethical rules or values within them has been, as Max Weber put
it, dependent on a previously fixed position in the "struggle of
world views lt which itself cannot be provided with an ultimate
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ethical justification. Accordingly, the declsion for one cr the
other system of ethics has always been a cultural variable.
In the intervening time we have came to lie in a new
situation. Military technology and the destruction of the environment have made these practical ethical controversies
obsolete: life has so to speak caught up with - and passed philosophy. I have the impression that the philosophers have as
yet not noticed this, cr at least have not accorded it the proper
attention and discussion that it deserves. TheTe have been
exceptions - Karl-Friedrich von Weizsäcker, Albert Schweizer cr
Günther Anders have for example all insistently warned of the
dangers of nuclear war. Karl Jaspers, too, has commented on this
sUbject. However, there has been no really systematic analysis of
the consequences that the present global crisis has had for the
inner structure of ethics. Moreover, with the exception of
Jaspers , the above-mentioned thinkers are not entirely representatjve of the academic discipline of philosophy. Academic
philosophers have in this regard hardly touched upon this topic something that appears to me as incomprehensible as it is lrresponsible. The avoidance or marginalization of the most
decisive problem confronting modern man makes "es tablished
philosophy" a tacit participant in (and also politically responsible for) the threatening catastrophes before uso The supposed
resistance to the Nazi regime as practiced in "inner emigration"
- the turning to quest ions of scholarly detail in a timp of dictatorship - not only did not save the life of a single victim of
Nazi terror, but could quite the contrary be interpreted by the
ruling powers as a sign of willingness to engage in mutual
toleration. If the philosophical and in particular the ethical
discussions of our time do not as a rule thematize these basic
threats to our existenee, if the new conseiousness of imminent
destruction does not spring up at least now and then in the
background of scholarly articles on ethics, then this is a sign
that their authors have not properly grasped the nature of the
world in which they live.
If labels were to play a role here I would no longer even
wish to designate such authors as "philosophers. l l They are, if
one may, "intellectualists" - people engaged in intellectual
gamesmanship. These games may be logically correet, but in
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political, moral, ethical, and philosophical terms they are
without a firm foundation, indeed in a deeper sense of the ward
they are irresponsible and inconsequential, since they da not
recognize the urgency of the situation befere uso
The new situation can be described Quite simply: the
objective existence of potential global self-destruction has
either made the traditional cultural variables uninteresting cr
has at least caused them to recede iota astate of secondary
importance. TheTe is a new global ioterest now: that of
collective self-preservation. This ioteTest is a cultural
constant. The decision for life comes prior to the decision for
particular ideologies cr cultural paradigms. In earlier times it
was still possible to "die for an ideal, 11 i.6. with the hope or
even with the conviction that one'5 own death would contribute to
the attainment of a "higher goal." This was based on the simple
fact that even after one's own death there would be survivors and
thus actual or potential bearers of the "higher ideal 11 in
question.
Today such self-sacrifice would - if worse came to worse - be
completely senseless, for our death would be a collective one. In
this fashion history itself has forced a common ioterest upon the
various conflicting ideologies. The quest ion of "what should I
do?" has been altered and extended to read "what should we do in
order to survive?" The Kantian "I" has been irrevocably transformed into a "we," and there is also now the assurance that the
ans wer to this basic existential quest ion can or must be based on
a common human interest.
Whether one wishes to conceive of this global interest as a
problem of content, (i.e. life itse1f as a valuel or as a problem
of form llife a5 something to be filled with valuel is in this
case a less salient, indeed purely terminological question. Be
that as it may. for ethics (and fOT politics) the fully new
situation has meant that at the very least, irrefutable substantive postulates arise out of this global ioterest in selfpreservation. I shall name only a few examples.
If we wish to survive, we must be for the preservation of the
Amazon jungle, because that is where great amounts of life-giving
oxygen are produced. We must be against the storing of radioactive plutonium in the sea floor?, because the pollution of ocean
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waters will lead to a radioactive contamination of the food chain
with unforeseeable consequences, and we must see to it that basic
energy reSQurces and raw materials are not depleted. Finally, we
must da everything we can to bring the existing nuclear capacity
for destruction under contral; the powers disposing over these
concentrations of military and technological rnight must remain in
constant contact with one another, and all parties involved must
have a minimum of trust in the predictability and rat100ality of
the others.

As these examples show, these are postulates that da not
a55ume the need for a "new type of man." as is often called for

t

cr for a "basic change in our way of thinking." That people must
be alive in the first place before they can begin to order the
details of their lives is something than can be made clear to a
wholly conventional "type of man 1l ; it does not require any basic
change in his structure of thought. Even in traditional terms,
the egoism of the individual or cf individual groups never went
50 far as to sacrifice their own existence for the sake of the
individual interests that the group or person in question was
pursuing, for that would have led to a contradictjon in terms,
i.e. to the total 1055 of all chances of satisfying their own
interests. There are, of course, exceptions to this rule, as the
example of someone sacrificing his life for a high er ideal shows:
the resigned suicide of an individual, a herols death for honor
or for the purity of his beliefs, collective suicide, etc.
Precisely these exceptions should make clear that we cannot rule
out the demise of humanity as an objective possibility. The fact
that there exists aglobai interest in survival and that this
results in a necessity to make compromises for the sake of our
own interests is no guarantee that we will survive. There is no
mechanism that would justify such a hope. On the other hand,
though, we are not dependent on the creation of a new "e thical
man."
The above-mentioned global interest of humanity in selfpre5ervation has resulted in a situation which allows all people
interested in survival to formulate concrete decisions and take
specific actions. The global crisis 1n which humanity has existed
for the last 20 years (and of which it has been growing increasingly more conscious) will with all certainty not be solved
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through the moral bettering of man per se - if ooly for the
simple reason that such a step would ceme far tao late to be able
to da any good.

If at all, the global crisis will be solved (or more
accurately, be kept under contral) in the manneT in which it came
abatit in the first place, namely through technological means. The
ecological and military threat to mankind is a OToduct of the
cumulative consequences arising from the indiscriminate technological application of scientific knowledge. FOT this reason
the terms "technology" and "technocracy" have rightly came to
have negative connotations; technology as the "know-how" and

technocracy as the rule of those who have the "know-how t1 and

"know how" to apply it. The negative connotations have arisen
because originally, no one thought about justifying and taking
responsibility for the end to which know-how was actually being
used. Put more precisely, the goal of technocracy was from the
very beginning tacitly based on satisfying an undirected human
des ire to iovent, develop, construct, and apply. The triumph of
technocracy was the triumph of an unfettered homo faber, whether
as the market-oriented individual in the capitalist West or as
collective man in the socialist East.
In the process, the technology of homo faber has entered into
a new phase in which it will not become obsolete, but in which it
must formulate a new imperative if it is to guarantee its own
survival. If man is to survive, he will have to take into consideration the limits of his own resources and his own intrinsic
potential for self-destruction. Thus the decisive question of
techne - of Ilknowing how" - has not been rendered invalid, but
rather remains essential for attaining the (new) goal of selfpreservation. Since this goal is aglobai, universally human one
resting upon a common, basic interest in collective survival, it
can - iE one still insists on usjng this expression - be
considered a "moral or "ethicall y justified" goal.
It goes without saying that responsible, discerning people
have always reflected upon this goal and how to reach it. The
point here is simply that such small groups of morally responsible people are no langer the sole disseminators of this basic
insight; instead, modern history has given this goal an objective
basis whose inner logie - while both tragic and dangeraus - still
tl
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allows hope for the possibility cf a non-utopian solution.
If the goal of mankind lies in the mere ~reservatjon cf life,
then this still does not provide a direct answer to the question
as to lifels content cr meaning. However, one should keep in mind
that even after several thousand years of philosophy and
religion, man has still not fauod a definitive, universally valid
answer to this question, and indeed it could be said that this
lack cf success rests on a systematic principle: namely that it
is practically impossible for man to definitively reco~nize "what
is good and wh at is bad." Thus it seems evident that the very
least (and the very most) that can be dane to define value ad
meaning is to leave their definitions open and to continue on
with the search for answers that appear more or less acceptable.
To be a philosopher means to be a friend of wisdom, not its sole
possessor. To keep a friendship alive means to be engaged in an
active endeavor: unlike material possessions, friendship cannot
be chartered and must continually be exposed to new tests. In the
same way, "wisdom" cannot be treated as chattel but rather only
as the object of a continuing, active search. In concise form one
could say that the meaning of life is not something already
"given" but is rather something that we ourselves must discover.
This can come about only if we are aware of our own potential for
error and the limits of our knowledge; for this reason we must
always proceed with due caution and modesty and must be
constantly on the watch for better solutions and open to answers
provided by other individuals and cultures. thus the assurance of
our future ability to search for meaning represents both the
minimum basic condition for all human endeavor and also the
maximum that we can actual1y achieve in regard to answering the
question of life's meaning.
The new global situation thus does not provide an answer to
the question of life l s meaning in terms of values or content. It
merely makes evident in new fashion man's elementary
anthropological need to engage in a search for truth: today,
economy, politics, and in particular ecology and military
technology are - tragically enough - the r~aterialisticr,
guarantees that man can 00 langer avoid dealing with this basic
spiritus movens behind his own existence by reverting to dogma or
cynicism.
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I believe that a number cf leading politicians have
recognized the basic structures of this new historical situation
or at least have same notion of what they are. In the f1eld in
which the collective danger has up to nQW been the greatest,
namely in weapons technology and military strategy, there have
existed for some time a number cf decisions and actions which
would allow for such a conclusion. The SALT land SALT 11 talks,
the Helsinki conference and it5 follow-up conferences, the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty or the ban on the atmospheric
testing of atoffiic weapons are examples of strategies in which the

new state of affairs has been explicitly treated. This situation
is expressed less openly in the implicit agreements of the superpowers to have their military "c hess moves l l carried out by
smaller allies or at least to confine them to geopolitical
peripheries (Vietnam, Afghanistan).
In two further areas which are also of existential importance
- ecological agreements and transcuItural communication - there
have up to now unfortunately not been any comparable resuits.
The tasks which I have outlined here represent only the
beginniog, so to speak ooly the ABC's of today's ethics and
polities. Jonathan Schell writes at the end of his book The Fate
of the Earth: "Mankind is now faced with the task of creating a
political world order free of violence and aggression. This task
is twofold: first, man must save the world from destruction by
eliminating all nuclear weapons. His second goal, and the only
one that ean provide aseeure basis for the first, is the
creation of a political authority with whose heip the world could
make those decisions which sovereign states previous1y arrived at
only through war."
Let me summarize: Man has already left the era of ideological
struggle behind and has reached an objective, eommon goal that
has been set as it were by the course of history. This in turn
has led to a revolution in ethics. Until now, ethies could never
live up to its theoretical claim to universalism. However, now
that the imminent demise of the world is a viable politieal
option, the traditional ethical quest ions have been made
obsolete. The universalistie postulate of our time has developed
not through theoretical reflection, but a5 a ne~ative side effect
of an objectively existing situation: the technological develop-
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ment which was anee mistakenly seen as a source of valup in
itself now threatens both the environment and the continued
physlcal existence of man and has come to contradict it5 original
purpose. The universal quality of the threat to man's existence
is an argument both for a different conception of technology and
a different practical application of it.
Precisely this seems to me the most important point: ethics
now has objective, irrefutable arguments at it5 disposal and no
langer needs to draw it5 final premises from the battleground of
ideology.
Philosophers who still believe in the ideological basis of
ethics have not learned the lesson of Hiroshima. Politicians who
still believe this have become a threat to humanity's survival.
Intellectuals who still hide their heads in the sand in this
regard are failures in terms of their own higher responsibility
and thus work to betray the human cause. I would RO even further
and state that the person who does nothing in this situation, the
person who believes that he can continue to live as before, takes
upon hirnself the guilt for the suffering of all those who will
become (or are already) the victims of the irnpending (or al ready
progressing) catastrophes. That such a person has a good chance
hirnself of becoming a victim does not free hirn of his responsibility. it only rnakes his attitude more macabre.

Translated from the German language by Raoul Eshelman.
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MORALITY, COGNITION, EDUCATION

Zweites Konstanzer Werkstattgespräch 'Moral und Umwelt'
& 4th MOSAIC Conference on Aspects cf Morality
Jul Y 17 - 2D, '984

Universität Konstanz, West-Germany

Program

July 17, Tuesday

(Day of arrival)

17:00 - 19:00

Reception at the university building

19:00

Joint dinner, Ermatingen

July 18, Wednesday
9 :00 - 11 :00

Open discussion session

H. Weinreich-Haste: "Moral action, moral responsibility, and extraordinary moral responsibility"

11 :30 - 13:00

T. Wren: 11Moral motivation and moral action"

14 :30 - 16:00

F. Oser & W. Althof: "Life space and moral

discussion: Moral decision uodeT constraint. "
16 :30 - 18 :00

G. Lind: "Change cr development? A comparison cf

two paradigms cf conceiving the outcome cf
education."
July 19, Thursday

Paper sessions
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R. Briechle & H. Fend: "Moral judgment and
political attitudes in adolescents. "

11 :00 - 12:30

1. Vine: "ls Kohlberg's 'principled' moral
reasoning a developmental myth?"

14:00 - 15:30

L. Kern, H.-U. Kohr & G. Räder: "Public bads,
moral judgments and expectations of future: The
case of the new social movements in Germany."

16 :00 - 17 :30

Ben Bradley: "Language and the dissolution cf
individuality."
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(Day of departure)
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